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Keynote Speakers
Artemis Alexiadou
Passives and Nominalization
Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany

Grimshaw (1990) argued that the process of nominalization involves the
suppression of the external argument of the base verb similar to the case of
passive formation. The questions I will investigate in this presentation are the
following:
i) Does the parallelism between passives and nominalization hold?
ii) To the extent that we find differences between nominalization and
passivization, how can we account for them?
I will show that there are mismatches between the two; some of them involve
accidental gaps (verbal passive), some are apparent (by-phrases), while others
are systematic (raising). I will argue that processes of nominalization for which
the parallelism holds involve a nominalizer that necessarily changes category
structure internally, as in Bruening (2012). We then get Burzio’s generalization
effects in derivational morphology, as Roeper & van Hout (2009) also discussed.

Lívia Körtvélyessy
Structural Richness – A New Approach to Language Typology
Pavol Jozef Šafárik University, Slovakia

A brief survey of typological courses at universities in the Central Europe results
in surprising observation: there are only a few universities that offer language
typology within their curricula. This situation is surprising mainly for three
reasons. First, while language typology has gained on recognition and
significance all over the world, it somehow avoids the countries of our region.
Second, this situation contradicts the raising popularity of multicultural studies.
In the tradition of Boas, the understanding of a language should result in the
understanding of thought and culture represented by the specific speech
community. By implication, the understanding of various cultures should also
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include typological comparison of respective languages. Third, language
typology is not new to Central Europe – the Prague Linguistic Circle laid solid
foundations for typological studies which, however, were not further developed.
The main aim of my talk is to describe a significant breakthrough in this
situation. In recent years, a group of linguists working at P.J. Šafárik University
in Košice, Slovakia came up with a strong impulse for research into language
typology. Their work focuses mainly on the morphology of languages of Europe.
They are explored and compared in terms of the structural complexity of the
system under investigation. The quantitative representation of the concept of
structural richness is the ‘saturation value’.
My talk will focus on three points. First, the theoretical background of the
Košice typology group will be introduced. Second, the development of the
concepts of structural complexity and saturation value will be discussed. Third,
the implementation of the outlined methodological principles will be illustrated
with three different typological studies. All of them fall within the field of wordformation which is still a relatively untilled area in language typology. The first
example will illustrate the implementation of the saturation value in an analysis
of evaluative morphology in over 200 languages. The second illustration will
focus on a typological comparison of word-formation processes in 72 languages
of Europe. In the last example, the saturation value will be applied to a
comparison of derivational networks in 45 European languages. The common
goal of all three examples is contribution to the exploration of the Standard
Average European.

Paul Meara
A New Way of Looking at Vocabulary
Swansea University, UK

It is a common cliché among applied linguists to describe a speaker’s vocabulary
as a network of connected items. However, hardly anybody has explored the
implications of this network metaphor – for most people the network is just a
static arrangement of words, and the networks they describe do not have any
dynamic properties.
This talk looks at what happens when we start to consider vocabularies as
networks where each item in the network interacts with other items. We shall
examine a set of very simple models, in which words can either be “activated” or
“non-activated”, depending on the inputs they receive from other items in the
vocabulary. Despite their simplicity, these models turn out to be surprisingly
complex, and they demonstrate a number of interesting emergent features which
have interesting analogues with real vocabularies.
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The presentation will illustrate some of these properties, and show how the
basic approach can be generalised to model multilingual vocabularies. It will
also shed some light on the properties of growing vocabulary networks, and
suggest how some simple processes might allow the vocabulary networks of
separate speakers to converge.

Pius ten Hacken
Terms between Standardization and the Mental Lexicon
University of Innsbruck, Austria

If we accept that the basic empirical realizations of language are competence and
performance, there is no empirical basis for answering a question such as
whether, for instance, unpossible is a word of English or what is the precise
meaning of dictionary. In general, this observation matches our experience,
because the answers are fuzzy and subjective. English is not an empirical object,
but the result of linguistic analysis and classification.
In the case of terminology, the observation raises a problem. In legal and
scientific contexts, the possibility to determine the exact boundary of a concept
reliably and intersubjectively is crucial for the correct application of laws and
the testing of theories. I will therefore address the question how the meaning of
terms can be standardized and what the resulting concept corresponds to in the
mental lexicon.

[do not delete]

Oral and poster presentations
Saleem Abdel Hady
Left Periphery Constructions in Arabic: A Multiple Feature
Inheritance Account
Memorial University, Canada

This study aims to explore the syntax of left periphery in Arabic in light of
Branigan’s (2016) Multiple Feature Inheritance (MFI) account. The study
explores two aspects of left periphery constructions in Arabic: case assignment
and the relative order of topics and focus constructions. The need to investigate
these aspects in Arabic pours out from two reasons: (1) the double-faced case
assignment of some left periphery constructions (Al-Shorafat, 1999 and
Alshboul and Alshboul, 2011) and (2) the existence of left periphery
constructions that deviate from Rizzi’s (1997) strict hierarchal structure
(AlShammiry, 2007). Therefore, there is a necessity to bridge the gap that is
created by Al-Shorafat’s (1999) analysis and there is a need to cover the
variation in the order of topics and focus in Turaif Arabic as they do not abide
Rizzi’s (1997) suggestion. In order to do so, I adopt Branigan’s (2016) recent
approach, MFI. Under this approach, I clarify that left periphery constructions in
Arabic can be submerged under Chomsky’s (2008) FI. In his recent approach,
Branigan (2016) proposes that left periphery constructions can be part of
Chomsky’s phasal approach. Yet, some “small changes” are needed to bridge the
gap between feature inheritance and criterial features. Following the MFI, I
suggest a new model to account for the multiple use of case for topicalized
constructions. Moreover, the study shows that under MFI, the variation in the
order of left periphery elements can be accounted for. The conclusion of the
study supports the small changes proposed by Branigan (2016) as new insights
toward the universality of Phase Theory and MFI. Applying this approach to
Arabic can (a) extend the scope of the approach itself to cover new languages,
(b) provide adequate answers on the way case is assigned to topics and focus
constructions, (c) explain the patterns that deviate from Rizzi’s (1997) strict
hierarchal structure (the variability of topic and focus positions in some varieties
like Turaif Arabic), and (d) clarify verbal occupation structures (al-ishtighal
constructions).
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Olena Andrushenko
Middle English Exclusives and Word Order Change
Zhytomyr State University, Ukraine

The present research investigates the emergence of focusing adverbials in
Middle English (ME) and their positional peculiarities in relation to information
status. This historical period is often referred to as a transitional one in the
context of basic word order change. Hence, ME texts exhibit verb-medial order
(Bech, Salvesen 2014; Haeberli 2002) with more rigid clausal organization
compared to the previous period of English development. Thus, typical OE
means to represent information givenness, as well as, sentence Focus
(morphology, particles, word order, etc.) are no longer characteristic of ME,
which experiences the emergence of new IS markers in the course of XII-XV
cen. In this light, exclusive adverbials (ane/onli, mereli, simpli, holli, outerli and
plainli) are of a particular interest.
The instances under analysis represent affirmative and negative declarative
main clauses tested in terms of two oppositions: Given vs. New information,
Topic vs. Focus, with regard to different Focus types: presentational,
informational and contrastive (Krifka 2007; Prince 1992; Culicover 2013).
The investigation shows that exclusive adverbials highlight sentence Focus
(either informational or contrastive one) in 100% instances within ME. Marking
given information prevails in ME1/2. The further centuries demonstrate a slight
shift towards highlighting new information (onli (35,55%), holli (45,71%),
plainli (57,63 %), outerli (52 %), simpli (65,22%), with mere (16,67%) as an
exception; which testifies to gradual crystallization of these adverbials as Focus
markers. To stress upon given information the postmodifying placement of
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exclusives is more characteristic. Adverbial antecedence is typical for
highlighting sentence element that represents new information. Either
information-structural type is marked by characteristic WO patterns, specifically
SVO←ADV (given information) and S(v)V ADV→O (new information).
References
Bech, Kristin & Salvesen, Christine. 2014. Preverbal word order in Old English and Old
French, In Information Structure and Syntactic Change in Germanic and Romance
Languages, Kristin Bech & Kristine Gunn Eide (eds), 233-269. Amsterdam;
Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publ.
Culicover, Peter. 2013. Explaining Syntax: Representations, Structures, and
Computation. Oxford: OUP.
Haeberli, Eric. 2002. Inflectional morphology and the loss of V2 in English. In Syntactic
Effects of Morphological Change, David Lightfoot (ed), 88-106. Oxford: OUP.
Krifka, Manfred. 2007. Basic notions of information structure. Interdisciplinary Studies
on Information Structure 6: 13-55.
Prince, Ellen. 1992. The ZPG letter: subjects, definiteness, and information status. In
Discourse Description. Diverse Linguistic Analyses of a Fund Raising Text, Sandra
Thomson & William Mann (eds), 295-325. Amsterdam; Philadelphia: John
Benjamins Publ.

Daniela Antonchuk
What Kind of Bilingual Education is Most Beneficial?
Autonomous University of Barcelona, Spain

The significance of bilingual education has grown remarkably in the modern
society since the benefits of bilingualism in general and bilingual education in
particular were affirmed long ago. However, the specific kind of bilingualism
resulting in the most favorable effect for a child has not been clarified as much.
According to my investigation held on the subject of bilingualism in terms of the
comprehension of a third language without its prior learning, bilingualism
between two different language families contributes significantly to the
understanding of another language belonging to a language family manifested in
the bilingual informant. Hence, for example, a person representing a native-like
capacity in a Slavic language, such as Russian, and a Romance language, such as
Romanian (the case investigated in the research), will present the development
of specific psycholinguistic strategies implying particular brain functioning as
well as language data analysis resulting in the ability to access and understand,
then subsequently acquire another Slavic or Romance language more efficiently.
Evidently, this specific example does not refer to the Russian-Romanian
bilingualism merely, but to any bilingualism between two language families.
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Consequently, how can it contribute to the educational system? Primarily,
despite the existence of different kinds of bilingualism nowadays, the native-like
bilingualism, i.e. when a child acquires both languages roughly simultaneously
at an early stage of their development, is clearly the most beneficial type in
terms of acquisition facility with which the child accesses given languages.
However, any kind of bilingualism results in highly favorable brain development
for an individual, independently of the acquisition age or method. Thus,
providing a child with a strong bilingual education based on the bilingualism
between two different language families can result in the subsequent opportunity
for an easier acquisition of other languages provided they belong to one of the
language families the child has contact with. Additionally, the knowledge of
many languages brings each time more facility in terms of eventual language
learning in general, including dealing with a language from a completely new,
unknown or different language family. Thus, modern educational system must
provide stronger methods in terms of bilingual education based on bilingualism
between two language families, therefore, supplying the child with the
possibility to benefit from such bilingualism by means of developing specific
psycholinguistic strategies contributing to a significant facility in understanding
and acquiring a third (or more) languages.

Natsuno Aoki
What Decides Processing Cost in Locative Alternation in
Japanese? From Data of Self-Paced Reading Study
Konan University, Japan

Locative alternation is one type of the object/oblique alternations between the
theme-object and location-object frames. In Japanese locative alternation, case
marking alternates between -ni/-o (dative/accusative) and -o/-de
(accusative/oblique):
(1) a.

b.

(Theme-object type= T-type)
Taroo-wa kabe-ni
penki-o
Taro-TOP wall-DAT paint-ACC
“Taro smeared paint onto the wall.”
(Location-object type = L-type)
Taroo-wa kabe-o
penki-de
Taro-TOP wall-ACC paint-with
“Taro smeared the wall with paint.”

nut-ta.
smear-PAST
nut-ta.
smear-PAST
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Researchers have studied the conditions governing this alternation, claiming that the
meanings of the verbs decide the alternation’s possibility (Pinker 1989, Iwata 2008,
etc.). This kind of head-driven accounts seems compatible with head-initial languages
such as English because the two objects follow the verb. In the case of Japanese, the
verb follows them, processed only after the two objects are encountered.
Research questions in the present study are as follows:
• Does the meaning of verbs exclusively determine the possibility of locative
alternation in Japanese, regardless of a head-final language’s structural
properties?
• Does the order of the two objects influence the processing? According to
Koizumi & Tamaoka (2004), the ACC-second order in Japanese ditransitive
sentences is easier to process regardless of the verb types, but does this apply
to locative alternation?
In order to address these problems, a self-paced reading study was conducted
using alternating verbs attested by a norming study. The experiment had a 2x2
factorial design crossing the construction factor (T-type/L-type) and the wordorder factor (accusative-first/accusative-second). Sentences were presented
region by region, non-cumulatively, using Ibex Farm (written by Alex
Drummond). Participants were 111 native speakers of Japanese, recruited via
Lancers, a crowdsourcing website in Japan.

Fig. 1. RT for the second object region

Fig. 2. RT for the verb region

Results showed a main effect of the construction type in the second object
region (t = -2.29, p <.05; Figure 1), and there was a significant interaction
between the two factors in the verb region (t = -2.02, p < .05; Figure 2).
These findings indicate that the L-type frame was processed differently from
the T-type even before the verb appeared, casting doubts on the head-driven
view of locative alternation. Furthermore, the two constructions showed
different processing sensitivity to the word-order factor: the ACC-first order was
harder in the L-type. This kind of construction-sensitivity was not found in
Koizumi & Tamaoka’s study, suggesting that a finer-grained research on the
interaction between the word order and the construction type is desired.
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Nadia Azevedo
Stuttering: A Discursive Analysis
Catholic University of Pernambuco, Brazil

Stuttering is understood as a disturbance in fluency, by altering the timing of
phonemes, and there are many neurological and genetic researches in search of its
etiology. We consider that the research of etiology is important, but it isn’t the
focus of this work, that intends to investigate Stuttering from the discursive
perspective. In this way, we assume the theoretical-methodological position of the
Discourse Analysis of the French line, also called DA, is assumed by the
fundaments of Michel Pêcheux. The DA let an apprehension of an ideological
vision of the discourse, conjugating the theoretical basement of three regions of
the knowledge: the Historical Materialism, the Linguistics and the Psychoanalysis.
We take these theoretical devices to analyze the person that is seen by the society
as stutter subjects: that one that is discriminated as a person caring pathology,
through ideological-discoursive formations that make it more. We operate speech
clippings from two types of texts – interview with thirty stutter-subjects and
speech analysis of three stutter subjects in process of Speech Therapeutic
attendance, visa of longitudinal form. Considering the regularity of the functioning
of the discourse and anchoring our analyses in the inter-discourse, that is, in the
mechanisms of constitution of directions, we could identify some materialized
discoursive formations in the speech of the people in study and that they represent
theoretical and therapeutically possibilities to the study of the stuttering. We
affirm, thus, the stuttering as a language riot, directly related to the production
conditions, with therapeutically possibility in the same perspective. To contribute
with the studies about the stuttering, we indicate a proposal therapeutically for the
work with stutter subjects, under the linguistic-discoursive optics. The carried
through the speech analysis showed evident changes of stutter subjects’ position to
a fluency subjects’ position, by considering the fluence as relative.

Adam Biały, Bożena Rozwadowska
The Non-Achievement Status of Polish Stative Psych Verbs 1
University of Wrocław, Poland

Polish stative psych predicates (e.g., zafascynowaćpf/fascynowaćimpf ‘fascinate’)
form aspectual pairs with different properties with respect to telicity than
1

This research was funded by grant 2014/15/B/HS2/00588 from National Science
Centre, Poland.
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eventive verbs. We demonstrate that the accounts of aspectuality available in the
literature are right-boundary oriented and take psych verbs (especially OE verbs)
to be causative changes of state on a par with achievements (see Smith 1995,
Van Voorst 1992, Gehrke & Grillo 2009).
We argue that Polish psych verbs come in aspectual pairs, perfective and
imperfective, with the perfective describing an onset of a state. This sets them
apart from other predicates, e.g., degree achievements based on scalar
adjectives: poszerzyć drogępf ‘widen the road’, podwyższyć podatkipf ‘increase
taxes’, which introduce right boundary effects (cf. a similar view for Spanish
reflexive psych verbs in Marin and McNally 2011). Additionally, unlike with
achievements, the perfective of stative psych verbs is compositionally derived
via perfectivization (most often accompanied by prefixation) to introduce the left
boundary of the event.
Taking the syntactic decompositional view to aspect and event structure (in
the spirit of Ramchand 2005, 2008), we extend the inventory of the event
structures to include the template composed of the inceptive boundary event and
the following state. Such an approach is compatible with the view developed in
Bar-el (2005) for Squamish. Our observations are based on the tests based on
temporal entailments and adverbial modification. (1)-(2) show that, in contrast to
telic events (including achievements), perfective psych verbs allow an assertion
that an event continues (i.e., the final endpoint is not visible).
(1)

(2)

a. Janek zafascynował Marysię i nadal ją fascynuje.
‘John fascinatedpfv Mary and he still fascinatesimpfv her’
b. Marysia zasmuciła Janka swoją postawą i nadal go smuci.’
‘Mary made John sad with her attitude and she still makes him sad.’
a. #Ten film go fascynował ale go nie zafascynował.
‘This film fascinatedimpfv him but it has not fascinatedpfv (him).’
b. #On ją kochał, ale jej nie pokochał.
‘He lovedimpfv her, but he has not lovedpfv her.’

We propose a classification of these verbs as complex events consisting of an
initial event (onset) and the following state. Thus, the perfective prefix of a
psych verb takes the open scale of the predicate as input and (on Ramchand’s
theory) it gives rise to definiteness of reference time without introducing the
result phrase, and behaves like a superlexical prefix, or alternatively it adds a
quantity value to the predicate (cf. Borer (2005a,b)).
References
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Maria Bloch-Trojnar
How Much Verb in an Adjective? – A DM Perspective on the
Structure of Passive Potential Adjectives in Polish
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

The paper presents an analysis of passive potential adjectives in Polish couched
in the model of Distributed Morphology (Halle and Maranz 1993). According to
Oltra-Massuet (2013) potential adjectives in different languages (English,
German, Catalan and Spanish) share the same basic structure, i.e. they are
modalized passive participles. This configuration is assessed against the
distributional and morphological properties of passive potential adjectives
marked with the suffix -alny in Polish, e.g. przewidywalny ‘predictable’,
widzialny ‘visible’, uleczalny ‘curable’. It is demonstrated that there is a
semantic and a formal link with the passive, with the (imperfective) passive
participle acting as the base. Only passivizable verbs, i.e. verbs which take the
internal argument and involve external causation, can serve as bases. The
presence of internal verbal structure is corroborated by the distributional
properties of -alny adjectives such as the possibility of the realization of the
external argument, agent-oriented modifiers and instrumental phrases, aspectual,
degree and manner modification, and the realization of oblique complements.
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The modality operator, which ensures the generic interpretation, selects the
imperfective stem, providing that it participates in an aspectual contrast. What is
of utmost importance is that the verb be a member of an aspectual pair, i.e. it
must denote a situation with a potential result. Counter to the constraints put
forward in traditional literature (e.g. Szymanek 2010), there is no need to make
reference to the notion of ‘Secondary Imperfective’ and the [±native] distinction.
Suffice to say that the base verb is to be associated with an internal theme
argument, an implication of causation and change of state. The best match is an
aspect variable [Agent, Theme] verb. The rest follows from the constraints on
the structure, i.e. the fact that -alny adjectives are modalized passive participles.
References
Halle, M. and A. Maranz. 1993. Distributed Morphology and the pieces of inflection. In
K. Hale and S. J. Keyser (eds.), The View from Building 20: Essays in Honour of
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Anna Bondaruk
The Syntax of Accusative and Dative Experiencers in Polish
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

Cross-linguistically, Object Experiencers (OE) come in two guises – accusative
or dative. In the literature, the two types of OEs are commonly treated as
occupying a higher structural position than the Stimulus (Belletti and Rizzi
1988, 2012, Reinhart 2001, Landau 2010). Accusative and dative Experiencers
also display similar properties as regards a number of syntactic phenomena,
which has led Landau (2010) to treat them as oblique.
The paper aims to examine the structural position of accusative and dative
Experiencers in Polish. It also compares the behaviour of the two types of Polish
OEs with respect to control into adjunct clauses and depictives, as well as
extraction, and passivisation.
First of all, the behaviour of accusative and dative Experiencers as regards
Condition A and C effects, and pronominal variable binding is examined. In
particular, an attempt is made to test against the Polish data the predictions of
Nikolaeva’s (2014) analysis, in which the binding facts attested for Russian
accusative and dative Experiencers support their generation in Spec, vP.
Furthermore, it is noted that both accusative and dative OEs in Polish may
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control PRO in adjunct clauses and depictives, which, however, is not an
exclusive property of Experiencers in this language. Nonetheless, only
accusative Experiencers allow extraction from within and can be passivised
(with non-stative OE verbs).
The syntactic analysis of the two types of Experiencers points towards the
conclusion that dative Experiencers in Polish are oblique, in contradistinction to
accusative Experiencers. Since Polish lacks preposition stranding, dative
Experiencers contained within a PP resist both subextraction and passivisation.
However, accusative Experiencers, which represent DPs, do not block extraction
from within and can undergo passivisation.
References
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Anita Buczek-Zawiła
They Seem to Say What They Intend to Say: Sentence Stress
Meaning Contribution in the Performance of L1/L2 Advanced
Speakers
Pedagogical University of Kraków, Poland

For the unmarked cases certain regularities can be observed as to sentence stress
location, however, it has no single, established once-and-for-all site in an
utterance. It is used to signify and signal additional information, apart from the
thematic/rhematic structure, co-reference, it can also contribute elements of
contrast or emphasis. The difference in the relative prominence of stresses
within utterances is normally used to perform a number of varied linguistic
functions. The question is whether it is consciously used.
The paper attempts to investigate the (conscious) contribution of additional
(shades of) meanings carried by the marked/variable position of sentence stress.
The investigations will focus on Polish speakers of English, as users of their
native Polish language but also as competent users of English. The respondents
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are all residents of Poland who have had substantial experience with English, as
well as substantial phonetic training in the matters that are discussed here.
In previous studies on this subject the focus was on the perception side of the
phenomenon. Many of the participants took part in that experiment. The present
study ventures to examine the performance of EFL speakers in this respect. The
preliminary observation seems to be that Polish speakers modify their sentence
stress patterns proportionally to the growing proficiency, with slightly different
patterning than as predicted by, e.g. the normative sources. There seems to be
some relevant correlation between their abilities to use sentence stress in both
languages that they use regularly. These abilities, in turn, may be related to their
perceptual sensitivity to the incoming signal. The other factor appears to be the
particular function that sentence stress performs in the interpretation of the
speakers.
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Piotr Cegłowski
–ż/że Particle as the Head of Int(ensifier) Phrase in Polish –
Evidence from the Nominal Domain
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland

This presentation focuses on the –ż/że particle (Bańko 2010), optionally present
on the limited range of constituents in the nominal domain in Polish (1).
(1) Tenże/
Któryż
dokument został zagubiony podczas
this-DEM.ŻE/ which.ŻE document was
lost
during
głosowania./?
voting
‘This / which / old (particular) document was lost during voting/?
The nominal-internal location of the particle emerges upon the examination of
examples like (2), featuring the [N – DEM.ŻE] order, apparently resulting from
the movement of N around the ‘–że-marked’ demonstrative, and should not be
confused with either the (clausal) emphatic (3) or auxiliary –ż/że, i.e., the vehicle
for floating inflection (4).
(2) Dokument tenże
(został zniszczony
document this-DEM.ŻE was
lost
‘This document was lost on purpose’.
(3) Kogóż wołasz?
who.ŻE (you) call
‘Who are you calling?’
(4) Kiedy że-śmy dotarli, rodzice już
when ŻE-1.PL arrived parents already
‘When we arrived, parents had already left.’

celowo).
on purpose

pojechali.
left.

The analysis sets out from the interaction of the ‘nominal’-ż/że with other
nominal elements, (including fronted constituents, see Cetnarowska 2013) (5).
(5) a. * a
Basi
tenże
obecny mąż
(to
PIJAK)
and Basia.GEN this.ŻE current husband to.TOP drunkard.FOC
b. a
tenże
Basi ...
and this.ŻE Basi.GEN
‘And as for Basia, her current husband is a drunkard!’
To account for the data, a structure in (6) is suggested, with –ż/że represented as
the head of Int(ensifier)P.
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(6) [DP D [IntP –ż/że [TopP Top [FocP Foc [AgrP DemP [AgrP Agr [NP N ......]]]]]]]
The merger/incorporation into –ż/że is assumed to (remotely) follow
Matushansky’s (2006) m-merger. The fact that it merges with a limited range of
elements is accounted for by reference to the concept of relativised minimality
and antilocality (Grohmann 2000/2003, cf. Bošković 2015).
In more general terms, the data and the proposed analysis constitute an
argument against a very simplistic, ‘sterile’ view of the nominal structure in
articleless languages (e.g. Bošković 2015 and references therein).
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Bożena Cetnarowska
Omission of Internal Arguments in Verbal and Nominal
Structures
University of Silesia, Poland

This paper investigates a type of valency-reducing operations, namely the
omission of internal arguments in verbal and nominal structures. The validity is
examined of the view, expressed by Bašić (2010) on the basis of data from
Serbian, that the optionality of arguments (and complements) with derived
nominals is determined by their optionality with corresponding verbs. Examples
are provided (from Polish and English) which support the above-mentioned
hypothesis. They include the omission of internal arguments which call for
existential indefinite interpretation or those which occur in anaphoric contexts
(cf. Ruppenhofer and Michaelis 2010, Malicka-Kleparska 2012, Ruda 2014).
However, it is shown that some event nominals derived from obligatorily
transitive verbs in Polish allow internal arguments to be dropped, e.g. Za dwa
dni nastąpi definitywne rozstrzygnięcie ‘In two days a definite settlement will be
reached.’ Such data constitute counterevidence to Bašić’s hypothesis.
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The consequences are considered of the null syntactic realization of internal
arguments for the distinction between referential nominals and argumentsupporting nominals (as drawn by, among others, Grimshaw 1990, Alexiadou et
al. 2010, or Borer 2014). It is argued that verbal nominals derived from
transitive verbs in Polish can exhibit some properties of argument-supporting
nominals even when they lack internal arguments. Moreover, the influence of
grammatical aspect in Polish on the omission of internal arguments is
considered.
Finally, the possibility is discussed of the syntactic realization of internal
arguments in derived nominals as denominal relational adjectives in Polish and
English.
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Petra Charvátová
Internal Structure and Agreement Patterns of Number of
N Phrases in English
Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic

This paper analyzes the internal syntax of the nominal phrases, a number of N
and the number of N and the unusual subject verb agreement patterns they
trigger when in subject position. With the indefinite N1 phrase the verb agrees
with the number of N2 which is the complement of of, i.e. it agrees in plural (1).
With the definite N1, the verb agrees is in singular (2); in such cases the N1
refers to a specific number of N2. There is a correlation between (in)definiteness
of the number of phrase and the agreement in number.
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1) A number of people from the North-East were also caught up in the riots.
2) The number of people is usually smaller than ten, and most frequently
smaller than six.
I consider the categorial identity of the constituents which plays a role in
triggering the two distinct agreement patterns.
As there are apparently two nouns and thus two potential lexical heads
contained in the phrases, the agreement seem to be triggered by the singular
phi-features of N1 (number) (2), as opposed to the plural phi-features of the
of-complement (1). This paper tests the lexical vs. functional status of the
number head, comparing existing analyses of this structure, i.e. the indefinite
number as a functional head (van Riemsdijk 1998), e.g. a quantifier phrase head
or a measure phrase head as proposed by Alexiadou, Haegeman and Stavrou
(2007) or a semi-lexical head in a pseudo-partitive construction (Löbel 2001). I
argue that the two agreement patterns stem from a different categorial identity of
the number head which in the case of the indefinite phrase is not a lexical one
and therefore is transparent in SV agreement, unlike the lexical number in the
definite number of phrase. The resembling surface forms of the two number of
phrases are yielded by different syntactic structures.
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Nirada Chitrakara
Movements in the Middle
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

Based on the pragmatic and diachronic analyses of the English middle
construction (e.g. the book sells well) (Simargool 2005), this study suggests
another perspective towards its syntactic transformation. With the inclusion of
the pseudomiddle construction, (e.g. this bed sleeps four) as a variation of the
middles, it proposes that in addition to the widely suggested A-movement
operation, there is also the Ā-movement. Such operation does not only
emphasize the pragmatic function of the middle but also highlights the
differences between the middle and other theme subject constructions.
Semantically, most scholars agree that the middle construction involves
genericity, modality, and the implicit agent (e.g. Fagan 1992, Lekakou 2005).
Pragmatically, the middle is viewed as a topic-comment structure which explains
its usual occurrence in commercials and product information (Greenspon 1996,
Hawkins 1986, Simargool 2005) and its extremely rare occurrence in Old
English (Simargool 2005).
Syntactically, the approaches to the middle transformation are divided into
the nonmovement and movement analyses (e.g. Ackema and Schoorlemmer
1995). Most previous studies, except Greenspon (1996), Hawkins (1986), and
Hundt (2007), however, seem to fail to recognize the existence of the
pseudomiddle as a middle construction.
With the reference to the pseudomiddle and the support of the pragmatic and
diachronic analyses, this study proposes that the syntactic transformation of the
middle incorporates both the A-movement and the Ā-movement towards the
specifier position of the topic phrase (Radford 2004). Such analysis not only
distinguish the middle from other similar constructions but also accommodates
both the mainstream middle and the pseudomiddle constructions.
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Doriana Cimmino
On the Multifunctionality of Left Dislocations and Preposings.
An Italian–English Contrastive and Corpus-Based Approach
Independent researcher, Switzerland

Left Dislocation (La torta l’ho mangiata/The cake I ate it) and Fronting (A
Maria, non ho parlato/To Maria, I didn’t speak) have been claimed to perform a
topicalizing function (see Benincà et al. 1988, for Italian; Lambrecht 2001, for
English). However, when confronted with occurrences extracted from actual
texts, the outskirts of this core function appear more extended than expected.
The contribution will provide a functional description of real occurrences of
Italian and English Left Dislocations and Frontings extracted from a corpus of
online newspapers published in Italy and Great Britain (namely, 200 real
occurrences extracted from 500’000 words). The parameters considered will
include both information properties – e.g., topicality (à la Lambrecht) and
givenness (à la Chafe) – and discursive properties of the constructions – e.g.,
their connections with the thematic progression (Ferrari/De Cesare 2009) and
presuppositions in the texts (Prince 1986). The analysis will provide evidence to
challenge topicalization as the overall function of Left Dislocations and
Frontings, both in Italian and English.
Left Dislocations and Frontings will be then described as inherently
multifunctional segmenting constructions, in the frame of a model of the
segmentation of written texts (Ferrari 2014). It will be shown that the functions
performed by the analyzed constructions depend on their interaction with actual
contexts. Furthermore, the contrastive perspective will help clarifying what
aspects of this interaction have to be considered language specific or pertaining
to the information and discursive properties of the constructions.
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John Cummings, Erin Marks
Trump’s Tweets: A Discourse Analytic Study of 140 Characters
Northeastern Illinois University, USA

Social media has captured humanity and is often used as a tool to create
discourse across borders. To fill the gap in current research of social media and
social borders, we analyze Donald Trump’s tweets and argue that in this specific
case social media is creating borders rather than closing them.
Using a discourse analytic framework and concordance software, we find
patterns across key words, word frequencies, dysphemisms, content, and
delivery in Trump’s tweets since he was elected U.S. President on November 8,
2016 through July 3, 2017.
Data reveals that Trump’s tweets:
A. Flout politeness theory (Brown, and Levinson 1987). For example, on July
1, 2017, Trump tweeted “Crazy Joe Scarborough and dumb as a rock Mika are
not bad people, but their low rated show is dominated by their NBC bosses. Too
bad.” By publically harassing TV hosts, Trump flouts politeness theory by
threatening Mika and Joe’s face negative face needs (the need to be to
unimpeded) and positive face needs (the need to be accepted). By violating the
concept of face, Trump is creating a further degree of separation between
himself and the people he tweets about.
B. Violates Grice’s Maxims through sharing false facts (Grice, Cole, Morgan,
1975). On June 21, Trump tweeted “Obamacare has led to fewer health
insurance options for millions of Americans.” Among other examples, Trump’s
use of personal and official social media accounts is presenting conflicting
stories, thus violating the maxim of truthfulness and informativeness, creating a
separation between information delivered to the public.
C. Use strategic positioning (Harre, 1998). In the 78 tweets since the election
containing the token “media”, Trump has positioned the media as dishonest. By
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attacking the media, Trump’s twitter usage is creating a divide between the
White House and media.
D. Use euphemistic features to oppress. Concordance results show the use of
Illegals, losers, thugs, criminals, in the context of Mexicans and Mexican
Americans and other groups. These harmful dysphemisms creates a fence around
specific populations.
All of these discursive aspects of social media politics in Trump’s tweets can
be accounted for by linguistic detachment; the Internet serving as a layer of
separation between what is said and possible repercussions.
In conclusion, though social media usually helps close the divide between
borders, these patterns of Trump’s twitter account display harmful ideologies
working to create boundaries rather than close them.

Elke Diedrichsen
Towards a Grammar of Internet Memes
Institute of Technology Blanchardstown, Ireland

This paper will be concerned with existing and emerging linguistic features of
Internet memes. Internet memes, composed of an image macro and text, have a
strong form-meaning correlation that is shared among users of social media.
They are complex constructions with conventionalised rules for usage, which is
a property of linguistic signs as well: Their complex of form, meaning and usage
conventions can be explained in dictionaries. There are indeed web pages that
serve as dictionaries for memes. It seems, therefore, that Internet memes are a
fascinating sample of the way linguistic entities emerge through usage. The
research question I want to address in this paper is: If Internet memes behave
like lexicalised signs, is the meme pool just a collection of signs? Or are there
indicators for the formation of a grammar? It can be observed that through
usage, the memes are subject to variation, some of which resemble
grammaticalisation paths. The following observations will be discussed in the
talk.
1. Abstraction: With some highly popular memes, the picture-text correlation is
altered by users in such a way that the result presents a meta-comment on the
meme. This resembles a path to generalisation and semantic bleaching, but
also the grammatical category of epistemic modality, where the truth-value of
a state of affairs is presented from the viewpoint of a person.
2. The emergence of morphemes: The picture-text complex that memes
represent involves recurring details. A detail of a meme can be added to a
new picture, with the intended effect of adding a meaning component known
from the original meme to a new picture-text complex.
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In the talk, I will argue that Internet memes can be viewed as linguistic items,
similar to complex signs, and through their frequent usage in online interactions,
grammatical categories can be shown to emerge.
References
Diedrichsen, Elke. 2012. Constructions as memes – Interactional function as cultural
convention beyond the words. In Frank Liedtke and Cornelia Schulze (eds.): Beyond
Words. Berlin: De Gruyter, 283–305.
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Milner, Ryan M. 2013. Pop Polyvocality: Internet Memes, Public Participation, and the
Occupy Wall Street Movement. In International Journal of Communication 7, 23572390.
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Mónika Dóla, Anita Viszket (co-author: Judit Kleiber)
Exploring the Regular behind the Unusual – The Vanishing
Article in Pro-Drop Possessive Constructions in Hungarian
University of Pécs, Hungary

This paper is an exploratory study of the use of the definite article in pro-drop
possessive constructions; it seeks to explore the system behind the
presence/absence of the definite article in Hungarian possessive structures where
the possessor is a null-element. The basic rule in this case is that the possessed
common noun should be preceded by the definite article; however, the article
can occasionally be omitted (1). The exact circumstances for the article-less
usage are unidentified; the phenomenon in question is on the periphery of
linguistic attention (see e.g. Rákosi (2015)).
(1) Letette
(a) könyvét.
put_down (the) book.Poss.3Sg.Acc
‘He put down his book.’
Based on a corpus-driven approach, our research draws on data gathered from
the 1972 Hungarian translation of the novel Pippi Longstocking (Lindgren
1945). In contrast to today’s everyday Hungarian where pro-drop possessive
constructions usually appear with the article, this text – being on the outskirts of
the regular – features an extraordinarily high number and wide variety of articleless pro-drop possessives. Taking the viewpoint that structural variability
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reflects differences in meaning and usage, in our analysis we use grammatical
and pragmatic concepts and theories to account for the alternation. Our body of
data comprises clauses with pro-drop possessive constructions, annotated with
relevant linguistic information based on the corresponding literature (e.g. Ariel
(2001)). Our findings show that out of the 25 tags used in the annotation, 10 can
be regarded strong in the sense that when ranked, they have a predictive value of
90% for the presence/absence of the definite article (e.g. narrative/dialogue,
augmentation with an adjective, +HUMAN possessor, certain operator
positions). In our paper, we discuss how these ten factors constitute a system,
and focus on accounting for the remaining 10% of the cases. In the future, we
plan to test our hypothetical model on a larger body of data and hope to develop
a straightforward and apprehensible system which could fill a gap in descriptive
grammar and could be effectively used in various fields of applied linguistics,
such as the teaching of Hungarian as a foreign language.
References
Ariel, Mira (2001): Accessibility theory: an overview. In T. Sanders et al. (eds.): Text
Representation: Linguistic and Psycholinguistic Aspects. John Benjamins,
Amsterdam. 29–87.
Rákosi, György (2015): “On bound possessors in Hungarian”, Workshop on Locally
bound possessives as a window on language structure, SLE 2015.
http://ieas.unideb.hu/admin/file_8034.pdf

Andrea Dömötör
Non-Traditional Zero Substantive Verbs in Hungarian in
a Corpus-Driven Approach
Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Hungary

The Hungarian literature speaks about copula only in case of nominative
nominal predicates where overt and zero forms are regulated by the Third Person
Parameter (Stassen 1994). However, the zero substantive verb appears in other
cases as well, for example in locative sentences:
(1) a. Hol
a könyved?
where the book.PossSg2
‘Where is your book?’
b. Kulcs a lábtörlő alatt.
Key
the mat
under
‘The key is under the mat.’
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The study examines the syntactic and semantic conditions of zero substantive
verb in Hungarian, which question has not been researched in detail so far.
The metodology is corpus-driven. As first step I searched for examples of
zero ‘van’ (‘is’, which in Hungarian can be either copula, locative, existential
and possessive verb) and ‘nincs’ (negative existential and possessive verb). The
initial data revealed that the zero locative verb is frequently preceded by a
demonstrative element (itt ‘here’, ott ‘there’, hol ‘where’). Existential and
possessive verbs can also have a zero form if preceded by a negative pronoun
(semmi ‘nothing’, sehol ‘nowhere’).
In the second step I measured the proportion of overt and zero verbs in the
above mentioned sentence types (itt/ott/hol + copula, semmi +
possessive/existential verb). According to the results, the zero frequency order
(copula – locative – existential – possessive) follows the hierarchy of Clark
(1978) which describes the probability of zero verb in the different sentence
types in world's languages. The Hungarian data reveals that, however the Clarkhierarchy is based on typological observations, it can be present in a single
language as well.
The third part of the research studied the function of preverbal demonstrative
elements (itt ‘here’, ott ‘there’) in corpus data. The results showed that these
elements typically precede static verbs, in which case their demonstrative
function seems to weaken. The data imply that given elements bear a secondary
existential meaning which can explain the possibility to omit the locative verb in
the studied cases, since it is semantically redundant.
In summary, the research revealed that the use of zero substantive verb in
Hungarian (and perhaps in other languages as well) shows more optionality than
it is presupposed in the linguistic description.
References
Clark, E. V. 1978. Locationals: Existential, Locative and Possessive Constructions. In:
Greenberg, J. H. (szerk.) Universals of Human Language IV. Syntax. Stanford:
Stanford Univerity Press. 85-126.
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László Drienkó
Syllable-Based Largest-Chunk Segmentation
Independent researcher, Hungary

We apply the largest-chunk segmentation method to texts consisting of syllables
as smallest units. The largest-chunk segmentation algorithm was proposed in
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Drienkó (2016a,b) where it was used for texts considered to have
letters/characters as smallest units. The algorithm looks for subsequent largest
chunks that occur at least twice in the text, where text means a single sequence
of characters, without punctuation, or spaces. The results are quantified in terms
of four precision metrics: Inference Precision, Alignment Precision,
Redundancy, and Boundary Variability.
The present study investigates whether the largest chunk segmentation
strategy can result in higher precision of boundary inference when syllables are
processed rather than characters. We do not distinguish between word or
utterance boundaries. For the sake of direct comparision, we use the same data
as Drienkó (2016b): CHILDES texts in four languages: English (Anne,
Manchester corpus; Theakston et al. 2001), Hungarian (Miki, Réger corpus;
Réger 1986), Mandarin (Beijing corpus; Tardif 1993), and Spanish (Koki,
Montes corpus; Montes 1992). The length range of texts is 1743 -9021 syllables
(5499-40864 characters).
Our data suggest that the possible cognitive strategy of looking for largest
recurring chunks results in higher Inference Precision in the case of syllables.
Cf. the values below.
IP values:
Anne
Miki
Beijing
Koki
Chr
65.6%
53.5%
59.8%
64.1%
Syll
94.6%
77%
92%
81%
Thus, our experiments i) provide further support for the possible role of
a cognitive largest-chunk segmentation strategy, ii) point toward the syllable as
a more optimal segmentation unit than the letter/phoneme/character, and iii) in a
cross-linguistic context.
References
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texts. In Takács, A., Varga, V., and Vincze, V. (eds.) XII. Magyar Számítógépes
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Martin Everaert (co-author: Alexis Dimitriadis)
Bundling & Unaccusativity
Utrecht University, Netherlands

In the framework of the Theta System (Everaert et al./Reinhart 2016), bundling
(Reinhart & Siloni 2005; Dimitriadis 2004, 2012) is an arity operation that
combines two theta roles into a single, complex one. Reinhart & Siloni, who
adopted bundling as the arity operation responsible for reflexivization in cases
like (1), summarize it as in (2):
(1) Sophia washes (meaning ‘Sophia washes herself’)
(2) Reflexivization Bundling: [θi] [θj] → [θi - θj]
<Restriction: θi is an external θ-role>
Semantically, a two-place (transitive) predicate (like to wash) has an event
semantics denotation like (3a). It can easily be transformed to the one-place
predicate in (3b), which assigns both Agent and Patient roles to its single
argument:
(3) Semantic counterpart of bundling (Dimitriadis 2004)
a. wash :
λxλyλe wash(e) & Agent (e, y) & Patient (e, x) (transitive)
b. washREFL: λxλe wash(e) & Agent (e, x) & Patient (e, x)
(reflexive)
Bundling, then, is a simple way to assign two theta roles to a single NP. This can
be said to avoid a violation of the theta criterion, since the argument of the
reflexive does not receive a theta role twice but is assigned a (complex) theta
role only once, through the same process of verb–argument association that
would assign one unbundled theta role to an argument. Adherents of a strict
conceptualization of the theta criterion might oppose this solution, taking the
view that the “bundled” theta role remains two separate roles.
We will argue that the same mechanism, bundling, lies at the basis of the
often discussed (manner of) motion verbs showing an unergative-unaccusative
switch (Hoekstra 1984, Levin 1986) in cases like Dutch (4):
(4) a. Simone wandelt [in de tuin]PP-PLACE / Simone heeft in de tuin gewandeld
Simone walked in the garden
/ Simone has in the garden walked
‘Simone walked in the garden’
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b. Simone wandelt [de tuin in]PP-DIRECTION / Simone is de tuin in gewandeld
Simone walked into the garden
/ Simone is the garden in walked
‘Simone walked into the garden’
The unergatives-unaccusative switch becomes visible in the auxiliary selection
(underscore). The HAVE-verb ‘walk’ keeps HAVE with a locative PP but
switches to BE in a special ‘telic’ realization, i.e. combined with a directional
PP. Both in a purely syntactic approach (Hoekstra & Mulder 1990), as in a
lexicon-syntax mapping approach (Levin & Rappaport-Hovav 1992), it has been
argued that the otherwise external thematic role in (4a) is projected VPinternally, triggering unaccusative behaviour (cf. 4b). It means that the Agent of
‘walk’ switches to being an internal role as the result of complex predicate
formation. This is exceptional given the fact that it is a firm generalization that
Agents are never internal, unless in a passive by-phrase (Williams 1981).
In a bundling approach the motion verb alternations are analysed as the result
of secondary predicates, interpreted as follows:
(5) ([θi] walk) CAUSES ([θj] to_be_in_the_garden) =>
([θi- θj] walk & to_be_in_the_garden)
- The theta roles of the two simple predicates are bundled together, creating a
one-place complex (two subevent) predicate;
- Given the ‘merging’ rules put forward in the Theta System (Everaert et al.
2016), this double theta role is expected to be projected externally if one of
the arguments would have been external. This is not incompatible with the
observed auxiliary selection, but predicts, so it seem, that impersonal
passives would be grammatical.
The bundling analysis reflects precisely what the analyses of Hoekstra &
Mulder and Levin & Rappaport-Hovav tried to establish: the subject in (4b) is,
just as much the argument of the verb that denotes the immediate cause of the
eventuality (Agent) as it is the argument of the predicate expressing the directed
change (Theme). In this sense it resembles the resultative construction discussed
in Dimitriadis & Everaert (2016):
(6) Hij rent / Hij rent zich
rot
he runs
he runs himself rotten
‘He runs himself to the ground’
We will explore how this bundling analysis accounts for the (variable)
unaccusative characteristics that (Beliën 2014) linked to (4), such as taking the
auxiliary be, impersonal passives, etc. Subsequently we will address the question
why the parallel between secondary predication in the case of motion verbs and
resultatives is only partial, i.e. why a ‘fake’ reflexive marker (zich in (6)) is
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needed in the case of resultatives, and forbidden in the case of motion verbs (in
the case of Dutch, English).
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Judit Farkas, Krisztina Karácsonyi
Pre-D Non-Possessor Positions in Hungarian and in German
University of Pécs, Hungary

This talk investigates pre-D non-possessor positions in Hungarian and German.
In both languages it is possible for a non-possessor dependent to appear before
the definite article. The conditions, however, are different in these languages.
In Hungarian, there is agreement in the mainstream literature in that nothing
can appear before the pre-D possessor position, at least as an element forming
one constituent with the noun head (Bartos 2000). However, this is not the case
(1a). Nevertheless, the postition in question is filled very rarely, because a pre-D
non-possessor position is acceptable only when its filler serves as a quantifier or
focus and is followed by a possessor also functioning as a quantifier or focus
(1a); topicalized dependents cannot appear here (1b).
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(1) a. mindkét konferenciára Péternek is
az elküldése
both
conference.Sub Péter.Dat also the away-sending.Poss
‘also sending Péter (in addition to, say, an author) to both conferences’
b. *Pécsre Péternek az elküldése
Pécs.Sub Péter.Dat the away-sending.Poss
‘also sending Péter to Pécs’
What we claim to legitimize the placement of the non-possessor argument in a
position preceding that of the possessor is that the former takes scope over the
latter within the internal information structure of the matrix noun phrase, and, at
least within the prenominal zone, there is no other possibility to express this
scope by word order. In Hungarian, word order always corresponds to the scope
hierarchy of the arguments (É. Kiss 2002: 113–115).
In German we can also find pre-D non-possessors (2) (Roehrs 2014: 4/(8)).
In contrast to Hungarian, topicalized dependents can readily appear in this
position while a possessor cannot appear in the construction either in a pre-D
position, or postnominally.
(2) aus Italien (*Peters)
der
Wein (??von Peter)
from Italy
Peter.Gen the.Msc wine
of Peter
‘the wine (of Péter) from Italy’
A German-like construction is also possible in Hungarian (3) if it contains a
demonstrative pronoun and an attribute; the appearance of a pre-D possessor has
no impact on the acceptability of the construction.
(3) Olaszországból (Luiginak) az
a finom bor(a)
Italy.Ela
Luigi.Dat that the tasty wine(.Poss)
‘that tasty wine (of Luigi) from Italy’
References
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Aleksandra Gogłoza, Paulina Łęska
On Effect of Possessive Pronoun Embedding in Polish
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany; Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań,
Poland

Our study aims to investigate whether there is any interaction between binding
of the Polish possessive pronoun and its embedding. We run two acceptability
judgement tasks examining the question, focusing on possessive pronouns in
object and subject positions. We discuss the results and provide an account
within the Index Raising theory (Pica 1987, Hestvik 1992, Nikolaeva 2014).
Based on examples with complex DPs in what is taken to be the subject
position, as in e.g. (1), Nikolaeva (2014) argues that pronouns embedded in
another DP do not move past their embedding DP.
(1) [DP1 Rasskazy eëi [DP2 eëi druga]]
navredili Mašei
stories.NOM
her friend.GEN harmed
Maša.ACC
‘Heri friend’s stories harmed Mašai.’
The lack of movement, as argued, is due to lack of Anticataphora Effects (or:
Backward Binding). This indicates that the embedded pronoun in (1) remains in
a position from which it does not c-command the DPACC., failing thus to bind it,
and causing no Principle C violation.
In our study on object co-references structures, we compared contexts with
one degree embedding, (2a), and no embedding, (2b).
(2) a. Tomek pokazał Mariii koleżankę jeji siostry.
b. Tomek pokazał Mariii jeji siostrę.
‘Tomek showed Maria (friend) her sister.’
Our study found no significant effect of embedding, in contrast to the predictions
of Nikolaeva (2014). The acceptability of (2a), as we take it, indicates that, just
like in the non-embedded contexts, the index moves to a position in which it is
not c-commanded by its antecedent, as in (3).
(3) Tomek [jeji pokazał [Mariii jeji [koleżankę jeji [jeji siostry]
We extend our study to embedded pronouns in subject position, (4a), and
indirect object position, (4b), comparing the embedded contexts with nonembedded ones.
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(4) a. [Koleżanka jeji córki]
pokazała
friend
her daughter.GEN showed
b. Tomek
pokazał [koleżance jeji
Tomek.ACC showed friend
her

Mariii
Tomka.
Maria.DAT Tomek.ACC
córki]
Marięi
daughter.DAT Maria.ACC

We aim to investigate if: a) the pronoun does not move past its embedding DP,
as in (1), or b) it shows no effect of embedding, suggesting movement past its
embedding DP, like in (3). We aim to provide a principled account of the results
within the Index Raising theory.
References
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Alexander Grosu (co-author: Koji Hoshi)
Japanese Internally Headed Relatives, Three Potentially
Homophonous Constructions, and How to Tell Them Apart
Tel Aviv University, Israel; Keyo University, Japan

The literature contains a plethora of conflicting claims concerning the properties
of Japanese Internally Headed Relative constructions (J-IHRCs). In particular,
the following conflicting claims have been made about them:
[1] J-IHRCs do (not) exist.
[2] J-IHRCs are (not) island sensitive.
[3] J-IHRCs include a CP that denotes (not) a property (, but a proposition
containing the antecedent of an e-type anaphor).
[4] J-IHRCs are (not) always construed as definite descriptions.
[5] J-IHRCs with definite referential IHs are (not) infelicitous.
[6] J-IHRCs with an understood, but unexpressed, IH do (not) exist.
The negative (full) versions of [1]-[5] were argued for, respectively, by Mihara
(1994), Kitagawa (2005), Kubota & Smith (2007), Kitagawa (2005) and Hiraiwa
(pc). This talk will offer a battery of arguments that the positive (reduced)
versions of (1)-(5) are the correct ones.
The main thrust of the talk is that the arguments offered in earlier literature in
support of the negative versions of (1)-(6) rely, in most cases, on the incorrect
impression that certain data are IHRCs, when they are in fact distinct
homophonous constructions, in particular, either [i] adverbial clauses, or [ii]
complement clauses, or [iii] ‘gapless’ externally-headed relatives (EHRCs) with
a ‘light’ external head that has no corresponding nominal within the relative. I
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will propose tests for distinguishing each of the four potentially homophonous
constructions from the other three, and will show that when homophony is
excluded, IHRCs exhibit the exact properties attributed to them by the positive
versions of (1)-(5).
The (potential) homophony is due to the fact that all four constructions
consist of a complete clause followed by the element –no, which is in turn
followed by one of the suffixes –ga, -o, -ni, -no. These four suffixes function as
the Case-markers Nom, Acc, Dat, Gen respectively in IHRCs, complements, and
gapless EHRCs, and the first three form, together with the preceding –no, the
homophonous adverbial subordinators –noga, -noo, -noni.
The reduced version of [1] is supported by data like [7], where the –no-no
sequence excludes an adverbial construal, a complement construal is
semantically implausible, and a gapless EHRC construal is excluded by the
presence of an obvious expressed IH (boldfaced). Further support comes from
data like [8], where the IH is ‘split’ in a way that makes the result incompatible
with any construal other than IHRC (hutari is construed as part of the IH).
(7) Ken-wa [[[Naomi-ga
ofisu-ni
haiiro-no neko-o
Ken.TOP
Naomi.NOM office.DAT gray.GEN cat.ACC
tureteki-ta]-no]-no
ke]-o
kat-ta.
bring.PAST.NML.GEN hair.ACC cut.PAST
‘Naomi brought a gray cat to the office and Ken its her hair.’
(8) John-wa [[Mary-ga
nempai-no happyoosya-o kuukoo-de
John.TOP Mary.NOM elderly.GEN speaker.ACC airport.at
mat-asete-oi-ta]-no]-o
huta-ri hoteru-e tureteit-ta.
wait.CAUS.AUX.PAST.NML.ACC two.CL hotel.to take.PAST
‘Mary had two elderly speakers waiting at the airport, and John took them
to a hotel.’
The existence of unambiguous constructions of the other three types will be
demonstrated as follows (illustrations to be provided at the talk, omitted here for
lack of space): [a] when the matrix predicate is intransitive, we necessarily have
an adverbial; [b] when the matrix predicate selects an eventuality, we have a
complement; [c] when –no before the Case marker is modified by an adjective, it
can only be a light external head meaning ‘thing’, not a functional category.
The reduced version of [2] is supported by data like [9b]-[10], where the
CNPC and the Adjunct Island Constraint are violated ((8a) shows that
unbounded dependencies exist).
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(9) a. Mary-ga [[[John-ga [[zibun-no gakusei-ga zyuuyoona
Mary.NOM John.NOM self.GEN student.NOM important
kasetu-o
teian-si-ta]
to]
zimansite-ita]-no]-no
hypothesis.ACC propose.do.PAST COMP boasted.had.NML.GEN
kekkan]-o siteki-si-ta.
defect.ACC point.out.do.PAST
‘John boasted that his student proposed an important hypothesis & Mary
pointed out a defect in it.’
b. *Mary-ga [[[John-ga [[atarasii kasetu-o
teiansi-ta]
Mary.NOM John.NOM new
hypothesis.ACC propose.PAST
gakusei]-o
homete-ita]-no]-no kekkan]-o siteki-si-ta.
student.ACC praise.had.NML.GEN defect.ACC point.out.do.PAST
‘John praised the student [who proposed a new hypothesis] & Mary
pointed out a defect in it.’
(10) ?* Mary-wa [[[Johni-ga [karei-no gakusei-ga atarasii
Mary.TOP Johni.NOM hisi
student.NOM new
kasetu-o
teiansi-ta]-node
kanki-no koe-o
hypothesis.ACC propose.PAST.because joy.GEN voice.ACC
age-ta]-no]-no
akirakana kekkan]-o suguni
raise.PAST.NML.GEN obvious defect.ACC promptly
siteki-si-ta.
point.out.do.PAST
‘John shouted with joy [because his student proposed a new hypothesis],
and Mary promptly pointed out an obvious defect in it.’
(9)-(10) exhibit unambiguous IHRCs for essentially the same reasons that (7)
does.
The full version of [3] is refuted by the reduced version of [2], since e-type
dependencies are never island-sensitive. Such dependencies may, however be
found in adverbials, and confusion of adverbials with IHRCs led to the incorrect
view that the full version of [2] is correct.
The full version of [4] was based on Kubota & Smith’s example (11), which
they translated as in [i] (with an indefinite expression). But [11] also admits an
adverbial construal, for which K&S would assume [ii]. It will be shown that on
either construal, the correct translation is [iii], which uses a definite expression
and is thus consistent with the reduced version of (4).
(11) (At the ticket gate of a train station:)
dono zyookyaku-mo [[saihu-ni
kaisuuken-ga
every passenger
wallet.DAT coupon.ticket.NOM
haittei-ta]-no]-o
toridasi-te kaisatu-ni
ire-ta.
in.be.PAST.NML.ACC pick.up
ticket.checker.DAT put.PAST
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[i] Every passenger picked up a coupon ticket that he had in his wallet & put it
in the ticket checker.’
[ii] As every passenger had coupon tickets in his wallet, he put one in the ticket
checker.
[iii] (As) every passenger had a coupon ticket in his wallet, (and) he put it in the
ticket checker.
The reduced version of [5] is supported by the deviance of (12). Alleged
challenging data brought up by Kitagawa (2005) (to be examined at the talk,
omitted here for lack of space) will be shown to be without force, in view of the
fact that they allow non-IHRC construals.
(12) ?*Ken-wa [[[Naomi-ga ofisu-ni
Lucky-o/ sono haiiro-no
Ken.TOP Naomi.NOM office.DAT Lucky.ACC/ that grey
neko-o tureteki-ta]-no]-no
ke]-o
kat-ta.
cat.ACC bring.PAST.NML.GEN hair.ACC cut.PAST
‘Naomi brought Lucky/that gray cat to the office and Ken cut its hair.’
The reduced version of [6] will be argued for by showing, with illustrations,
that: [a] incontrovertible gapped and incontrovertible gapless EHRCs may
conjoin, [b] incontrovertible ‘standard’ IHRCs may conjoin with incontrovertible
split-headed IHRCs, [c] incontrovertible IHRCs and incontrovertible (gapped or)
gapless EHRCs may not conjoin, and crucially [d] an incontrovertible IHRC
may conjoin with a constituent that could in principle be either an IHRC with an
implicit IH or a gapless EHRC. Given [c], the potentially ambiguous constituent
in [d] can only be an IHRC with an implicit IH.
Hence, such IHRCs do exist.
The above facts & arguments point to the conclusion that the positive
versions of (1)-(6) are correct.
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Lars Hellan
Is ‘Valency Frame Alternation’ a Coherent Concept?
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway

It is a common observation that supposed valency frame alternations such as
causativization vs. anticausativization, middle formation, anti-passivization,
reflexivization etc. are sometimes morphologically marked, other times not.
When not, it is not given whether the alternation is to be construed in
derivational terms, or as disjunction of separate entries distinguished by the
differences in frame, or perhaps in terms of a common under-specification of the
frames. General empirically grounded criteria are difficult to find, while on the
formal side, the latter option can only be considered given a concise formalism
in which under-specification can be generally represented; such a formalism
must be able to cover both semantic and morpho-syntactic properties. However,
the question soon poses itself: how close must two valency frames, abstractly
taken, be in order to count as potentially related by alternation? We investigate
the diversity of frames that a verb can have in a given language – what we may
call the possible frame pods in the language (cf. Hellan, Malchukov and
Cennamo 2017) – and see how many of these sets divide into subsets of frames
the differences within which correspond to recognized frame alternations. It is
our conjecture that for languages with similar valency frame inventories, the
profiles of frame pods across verbs are similar, aligned with verb meaning. This
may reveal similarities in clustering of valency frames, but the question remains:
what does it take for a cluster to represent a valency frame alternation – except
in the trivial sense of ‘alternation’ as ‘assembly’ or ‘disjunction’? Comparing a
language (of the Bantu family) with a richness of morphologically flagged
‘disjunctions’ traditionally counting as alternations, with a language with similar
meaning clustering arrays but with hardly any morphological marking (a
Scandinavian language), we try to see if anything in the semantics in the
language displaying ‘marked’ alternations distinguishes the ‘marked’ clusters
from other clusters. We also try to assess if corresponding clusterings in the
‘non-marking’ language show tendencies of property clusters corresponding the
morphologically rich language. A possible conclusion is that valency frame
alternation is not a concept of semantics or syntax, but purely a morphological
concept, applicable just in languages where morphemes with the effects in
question show up. Valency frame classes (cf. Levin 1993), on the other hand,
representing a classification of frame pods and frame clusterings, is a notion
proper of lexical syntax and semantics.
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Dorota Jagódzka
Clitic Auxiliaries in Polish
Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic

Polish clitic auxiliaries constitute an interesting set of data which draws attention
to cross-linguistic differences among Slavic languages. What regular and
unmarked for most of them becomes exceptional in Polish. A general principle
for clitic placement in Indo-European languages is the one described by
Wackernagel in his 1892 paper. He concluded that clitics appeared in the second
position in the clause, after the first word in a sentence. This was true for Old
Church Slavonic and still holds for a number of contemporary Slavic languages
(e.g. Serbio-Croatian, Slovene, Czech, Slovak). Also in the older versions of
Polish the above mentioned tendency was strong.
In modern Polish auxiliary clitics attach to the l-participle most frequently.
However, one of the unusual properties they possess is the ability to choose
almost every clasual element for their host. There are in fact very few
restrictions on where in a clause the clitic can attach. Polish clitics are of a dual
nature in a sense that on the one hand they trigger morphophonological
alernations on their hosts, what is more an affix-like property. And at the same
time they display clearly clitic-like behaviour when they attach freely to words
of any lexical class.
The aim of this paper is to present and analyze the morpho-syntactic
properties of two kinds of auxiliary clitics: bound and free. The bound clitics
carry person-number agreement markers for past tense (the so called ‘floating’
or ‘mobile’ inflections). The free clitic is the morpheme -by used for conditional
and subjunctive mood. In the analysis, I follow Migdalski's (2006, 2010) idea of
clitic movement driven by Force-related feature of the sentence type.
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Sigita Jakimovienė
In the Periphery of Linguistic Politeness. News Media Crime
Discourse: Naming of Offenders
Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania

This paper focuses on the study of the naming of two male offenders of two
different children murder cases reported in the Lithuanian internet media.
Proposing a perspective on the discourse on crime as the discourse allowing the
strategies of impoliteness, the concept of face (Brown and Levinson 1978, 1987)
and the insight of face attacking acts (Austin 1987, Bousfield 2008, Culpeper
1996, 2011) is considered as basic tools for the analysis.
Having analyzed 46 (case No 1) and 88 (case No 2) crime reports accordingly
38 and 52 different nominal references of the offenders have been found (the
total intake of naming is accordingly 553 and 1077). The results of the analysis
reveal that politeness differs markedly in these two cases. A significant
difference was found in a) using proper names (its frequency and structure
form), b) using names as obvious insults or nicknames, c) naming structure,
especially the complexity and the usage of neutral naming words (man, father
etc.) modified by means of extended attributes expressing a straightforward
negative assessment, d) the usage of the term suspect.
The findings of the analysis clearly show that the level of the politeness while
naming the offenders depends on the status of the offenders. The criminal past
and the wealth of the social status of the offender have much value in the
discourse on crime. The fewer face attacking acts are performed, the more
criminal past and social wealth is obtained.
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Katarzyna Janic
Crosslinguistic Diversity of P-Demotion Operation
University of Leipzig, Germany

Introduction. This study analyses the P-demotion operation at the interface of
syntax and semantic. Understood as a specific syntactic mechanism, it operates
on a verbal valency, meeting the following criteria: it targets transitive
constructions in which A and P are the core arguments encoded like agent and
patient of core transitive verbs (Creissels 2016); P-argument loses its syntactic
properties of a core argument; resulting constructions are syntactically
intransitive in which S is an argument the coding properties of which coincides
with the ones of the core argument of monovalent verbs; S is treated like A of
transitive constructions; Argument Structure (AS) is unaffected. (1) illustrates
this operation in French.
A-ARGUMENT

(1)

a.
b.

Il
goûte
Il
goûte
‘He tastes the sauce.’

P-ARGUMENT

à

la
la

sauce.
sauce.

Background information. Each language can downgrade P without affecting
AS of verbs. However, the strategies applied to do that vary from language to
language (flagging [1], indexation, word order), producing variations among the
emerging constructions with high degree of structural diversity and semantic
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granularity. These strategies may be further driven by inherent-based lexical
argument properties, non-inherent discourse-based argument properties and
TAM or polarity value of the clause.
Objectives. This study explores formal and functional variations resulting
from the P-demotion operation within the Multivariate Typology (Bickel 2010)
to sharpen the contours of the emerging paradigm. It is based on the assumption
that the emerging constructions do not exist in neatly divided categories but tend
to transition gradually, crossing borders and classifications.
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Patrycja Kąkol
Acronyms and Abbreviations in Business Communication
University of Rzeszów, Poland

Jargon is language specific to a group or profession. It is often distinguished by
acronyms and initialisms (“EOD” for “end of day”) and scientific-sounding,
polysyllabic words: deliverable, actionable, metrics, synergy, core competencies.
Professional jargon is often used as socially marked vocabulary in business
discourse. It is a layer of specialized lexicon presented in vernacular
microsystems with professionally limited vocabulary used by different socioprofessional groups in the sphere of professional communication. Business
English is a professional jargon falling into a number of subcategories such as
corporate jargon or marketing speak. The purpose of this paper is to analyze to
what extent acronyms and abbreviations have affected business communication
(which most of the time, it is filled with opaque language to mask different
activities and operations) and the reasons for which these linguistic phenomena
have become so successful in the present. One of the reasons for the research is
that in business English, jargon can be annoying because it overcomplicates, it is
frequently unnecessary and it can transform a simple idea or instruction into
something very confusing.
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Michał Kaluga
Nice Chatting with You – On Adjective Complementation
University of Warsaw, Poland

Following Bolinger’s (1968: 127) golden rule that “a difference in syntactic
form always spells a difference in meaning”, this paper aims at investigating the
complementation of adjectives following a copular verb, most typically:
(1) (It is) Nice to meet you.
(2) (It was) Nice meeting you.
At first sight the phrases concur with Wierzbicka’s conclusions on futurity or
potentiality versus resultativity (1988: 27), as well as with Bolinger’s statement
that the use of TO-complement “expresses an attitude towards an event, not a
reaction to it” (1984: 52).
However, as noted by de Smet (2013: 44) “the matches between predicates
and complement types turn out to be historically unstable”, i.e. there may have
been a time when adjectives were followed by the infinitive only, consequently
with only a single meaning (cf. Los 2005: 171):
(3) namely to þase bestez þat er gude and happy to mete [Mandev. 82]
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Therefore, the aim of this paper is to pinpoint the possible timeframe of the
grammaticalization of those complements, by investigating three
complementation patterns:
i) copula + adjective + to-infinitive
ii) copula + adjective + gerund
iii) copula + adjective + past infinitive
It is worth noting that gerund complementation is a modern invention, which
in case of verbs must have taken place in early Modern English (de Smet 2013:
152). Thus, the question remains when it occurred in regard to adjectives and
whether it might diffuse over other patterns, too, making the gerund a
phenomenon of once incidental character, presently, however, a fully established
one.
The analysis is based on the linguistic material included in such extensive
electronic databases as the Corpus of English Dialogues, Corpus of Historical
American English and Google Books American Corpus.
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Márton Károly, Gábor Alberti, Anna Szeteli
On the Prosodic Structure of Imperative and Real Hungarian
Questions
University of Pécs, Hungary

In this paper the results of a pilot study concerning the prosodic structure of two
short Hungarian questions read by 40 non-linguist, native Hungarian subjects,
are presented. In Hungarian, conditional mood is used in “imperative questions”
but not all these questions are “imperative”. Each of the two five-syllable
questions Lezuhanyoznál? ‘Would you have a shower?’ (see context in (1a-c))
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and Lelassítanál? ‘Would you slow down?’ had been placed into three different
contexts and subjects were told to read/ask them with their context as
realistically as possible.
(1) (a) Bocs,
Jocó, de te
állati
büdös vagy.
excuse_me, Joe, but you-Sg horribly stinky are.
Le zuhanyoz
- ná-l?
PERF - have_a_shower - COND-Sg2
‘Excuse me, Joe, but you smell horrible. Would you have a shower?’
(b) Végre meg-érkez-t-ünk.
Jocó, te
mi-t
finally PERF-arrive-Past-Pl1 Joe, you-sg what-ACC
szeret-né-l
csinál-ni leg-először?
like-COND-Sg2 do-INF
SUPERL-first.ADV
Le zuhanyoz
- ná l?
PERF - have_a_shower - COND- Sg2
‘Finally, we have arrived. Joe, what do you want to do first? Do you
want to have a shower?’
(c) Te-gy-ük
fel, hogy
egy hosszú nyári
túra
put-IMP-Pl1 up that.CONJ a
long summer.ADJ hike
után meg-érkez-el
az éjjeli
szállás-t
after PERF-arrive-Sg2 the night.ADJ accomm.-ACC
nyújt-ó
turistaház-ba. Mi-t
te-nné-l
provide-PtPres hut-ILL
what-ACC do-COND-Sg2
leg-először?
SUPERL-first
Le zuhanyoz
-nál?
PERF - have_a_shower - COND - Sg2
‘Let’s suppose that, after a long summer hike, you arrived in the hut
which provides accommodation for overnight stay. What should you
do first? Would you have a shower?’
Our goal was to confirm or confute the existence of any prosodic markers
distinguishing “real” questions (1b-c) from “imperative” (1a) ones by examining
(absolute and relative) pitch, intensity and duration values and specific
functions. Praat was used to do most of the analysis while we used Transcribe
for control.
Montagovian pattern matching can be used to examine pragmatic phenomena
since Austin 1975, cited by Oishi 2014) clearly separates the real (socio-cultural)
situation from the linguistically coded context. Based on this, one can try to
explain why the speaker chooses (or does not choose) the “imperative question”
for directing the addressee.
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Eszter Kárpáti (co-author: Judit Kleiber)
Can I Say “bububu”? Discourse Context and Meaning
Construction
University of Pécs, Hungary

This paper investigates how discourse context and dialogue goals within a
discourse influence interpretation. Our hypothesis was that discourse context can
be seen as “outskirts of the regular” meaning construction: a maze of lexical
meanings is surrounded by multitude of contextual information (infons) (cf.
Wittgenstein 1958/1986, 8), and the interpreter has a partly bound, but particular
way to vituperate them. This analysis tries to unweave these infons as it is a
practical application of the dynamic semantic model of ReALIS (Alberti–
Kleiber 2014).
Making an interview with a patient who had surgery before, we were
interested in her information management during her dialogues with her doctors.
Doctor–patient communication is multilayered and asymmetrical: mostly
determined by the doctor (Bigi 2016). In this case, our question was whether is it
possible to describe – and if it is, then by what means – the doctor’s contribution
to the discourse goal (recovery), exclusively from the patient’s perspective.
The starting point of our analysis was that when a problem occurs, we set
goals to solve it. A discourse starts when the goal is set, and stops when it is
fulfilled. A discourse can have – and usually do have – segments. Discourse
coherence depends on whether these segments are relevant or not. In our
interview (D0) the segments were (consecutive) dialogues (D1-4) forming one
coherent discourse (D) for the interviewee.
Our results indicate that ReALIS is capable of capturing the pieces of
information concerning the interlocutors’ mental states (beliefs, desires,
intentions) along which coherence is created in a discourse process. We found
that in a discourse, a new discourse step would follow only when – as closing
one dialogue – the discourse agent’s (the initiator’s) mental state has changed.
This mental state is also influenced by infons that are present in the discourse
context (Wilson 2016), but are not parts of the dialogues.
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With this type of analysis we aim to show a line through which pragmatics
can be accessible from a ReALIStic point of view.
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Daniela Katunar, Ida Raffaelli
Grammatical Underpinnings of Lexicalization Patterns in
Croatian, English and French: The Case of [N PP] Constructions
University of Zagreb, Croatia

Two processes typically associated with word-formation are derivation and
compounding. This is especially common for analyses of morphologically rich
languages such as Croatian, where various instances of multi-word units are
considered to be highly idiomatic, ommited from overviews in grammars (e.g.
Silić and Pranjković 2007) and generally viewed as belonging to the outskirts of
the regular. In other languages, such as French or English, the relevance of
multi-word units in structuring the lexicon has been studied to a greater extent.
Booij (2009) discusses such instances under the term phrasal names, which he
defines as types of phrases which share the naming function with complex
words. One such pattern is the [N PP] construction, e.g. French moulin à poivre
‘pepper mill’. There is little extant literature on the construction in Croatian,
although generally authors view it as a grammatical phenomenon related to noun
modification or complementation (Silić and Pranjković 2007, Petrović 2016),
while Raffaelli (2015) emphasizes its tendency towards lexicalization. Thus the
goal of this study is to analyze the dual nature of [N PP] construction in Croatian
as a grammatical and lexical phenomenon in comparison to French, more
studied with regards to this construction, and English, which uses compounds
more extensively. Contrastively these languages thus show a cline between
morphological and syntactic devices used in lexicalization, e.g. alergija na
mačke ‘cat allergy’, strah od letenja ‘fear of flying’, brosse à dents ‘toothbrush’,
maillot de bain ‘swimsuit’. We analyze corpus data for four prepositions
appearing in the [N PP] construction in Croatian, na:Acc/Loc ‘on’, za:Acc/Instr
‘for’, od:Gen ‘from’, s(a):Instr/Gen ‘with/off of’, e.g. lijek na recept:Acc
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‘prescription drug’, odbojka na pijesku:Loc ‘beach volleyball’, četkica za
zube:Acc ‘toothbrush’, pita od jabuka:Gen ‘apple pie’, osobe s
invaliditetom:Instr ‘disabled people’, povrće sa žara:Gen ‘grilled vegetables’.
When compared to English and French, these examples can be viewed as
emergent lexicalization patterns that demonstrate the interaction of grammatical
and semantic processes in the building of the lexicon.
References
Booij, G. (2009). Phrasal names: A constructionist analysis. Word Structure, 2(2), 219240.
Petrović, V. (2016). Imenske skupine s prijedložnim komplementima u njemačkom i
njihovi ekvivalenti u hrvatskom jeziku. Jezikoslovlje 17(1-2), 207-234.
Raffaelli, I. (2015). O značenju. Uvod u semantiku. Zagreb: Matica hrvatska.
Silić, J., Pranjković, I. (2007). Gramatika hrvatskog jezika za gimnazije i visoka
sveučilišta. Zagreb: Školska knjiga.

Selma Kešetović, Jelena Ilić Plauc
Attitudes of Secondary School Students in Bosnia and
Herzegovina towards English
University of Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Processes of globalization encompased Bosnian society as well, and the very
same processes have not been researched enough or the impact of the processes
on the society itself. Therefore, research of attitudes of Bosnian secondary
school students towards English would set foundations for future scientific
research that different fields of study such as linguistics, language policy,
language teaching, pedagogy and sociolinguistics would benefit from. Due to
developments in technology and especially the development of internet and
social networks, English has become lingua franca, i.e. the language of global
communication.
The research refers to attitudes towards English as a global language today,
and to the connection between attitudes towards their mother tongue and English
as their first foreign language. The sample of the research is representative and
deliberately stratified considering responents’ gender, age, family background
and choice of education. Therefore, the received results will be analysed
accordingly.
Theoretical framework of the research are theoretical and practical findings
of contemporary sociolinguistics that deals with language functioning in society.
It is based on the mentalist view of attitudes towards language, and which
consists of three components: affective, cognitive and connative (Fasold, 1986).
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The mentalist view is in harmony with the theory of globalization that David
Crystal elaborated in detail in his book English as a Global Language in 2002.
The final aim of the study is development of curricula in accordance with
contemporary flows of civilization, but also unification of English language
teaching at the secondary level of education.
The study has characteristics of both qualitative and quantitative research.
The standard programmes for data analysis such as SPSS and Atlas.ti will be
used.
References
Crystal, D. (2002). English as a global language. Cambridge: CUP.
Fasold, R. (1986). The sociolinguistics of society. New York: Blackwell.
Kešetović, S. (2007). Attitudes towards the English Language of the Junior and Senior
Faculty in Tuzla (Unpublished MA thesis). Tuzla: University of Tuzla.
Key competences for life-long earning – European Referential Framework (L 394/14 EN
Official Journal of the European Union Dec 30th, 2006).
Trudgill, P. (2000). Sociolingustics: an introduction to language and society. London:
Penguin Books.

David (Deak) Kirkham
A Case Study of Radical Content-Based Instruction: Principles,
Application, Efficacy
University of Leeds, UK

Content-based instruction (CBI) (e.g. Brinton, Snow and Wesche 1989) can take
a variety of forms; indeed, the interpretation of the term ‘content’ itself varies.
This presentation explores the successful roll-out of a language teaching
programme taught within what is framed here as radical content-based
instruction (RadCBI), one that sits at the outskirts of regular CBI.
The case study language learning programme ran for the first time in 2016-17
at a UK University, programme-managed by the presenter, and part of an overall
pre-sessional delivery. It offered students a choice of content-based modules
including engineering, drama, business, sustainability and sport, and was
structured around these respective contents with a presentation task at the core,
and language input and practice determined thereby.
As such, the programme was ‘CBI’. However, in this case, given its
‘dispersed’ structure, individual tutors not only proposed themselves as tutors on
the course but, crucially (and radically!), proposed and developed their own
content – and were therefore free to structure that content to their own vision of
their component. As such, these modules sit at the outskirts of regular CBI, as an
alternative PPP (e.g. Harmer 2015): ‘passionate, personalised pedagogy’.
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After covering programme context, conception and mechanics and presenting
the near universally positive feedback garnered, the presentation will offer the
following commentary:
a) the near total teacher autonomy of RadCBI had a positive effect on student
perception;
b) by corollary, RadCBI implies passionate teachers (i.e. subjective interest in
and engagement with a course) with high buy-in, which may be an equally, or
more, powerful predictor of success as/than technical expertise in, say,
grammar teaching;
c) in contradiction to a not uncommon implicit industry assumption, ‘EFL
teachers’ can teach content other than ‘grammar’ and ‘skills’;
d) high teacher autonomy / high levels of buy-in in turn imply simplicity of
management and highly functional positive collegial relationships.
The presentation will also cover a few areas for possible improvement and
intended future modifications.
This presentation offers an opportunity to engage with a pedagogical design
that sits ‘at the outskirts of the regular’. It should inform and stimulate attendees
interested in CBI, teacher autonomy, programme design and management, and,
of course, the conceptualisation of language in a language teaching environment.
References
Brinton, D. M., Snow, M. A. and Wesche, M. B. (1989). Content-based Second
Language Instruction. Boston: Heinle and Heinle Publishers.
Harmer, J. (2015). The Practice of English Language Teaching. Pearson.

Katarzyna Klessa (co-author: Bożena Niećko-Bukowska)
Polish Axio Corpus: Design, Structure, and Preliminary Analyses
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland

This contribution provides a description of a newly created speech corpus in
Polish (Polish Axio Corpus) along with the results of preliminary evaluation and
analyses of the corpus contents.
According to the assumptions underlying the corpus design, its first
applications should enable two kinds of content analysis: (1) investigation of the
properties of semi-spontaneous evaluative utterances, especially from the
perspective of the notion of responsibility (cf. Jonas, 1979/1996); (2) inspection
of phonetic-acoustic correlates of word stress in Polish semi-spontaneous and
read utterances. By aiming at these two different research goals within the
design of one common corpus we wished to extend the potential of the resource
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usability in line with the contemporary guidelines for language resource design
and development (e.g., Váradi et al., 2008).
The Polish Axio Corpus includes recordings of 32 Polish native speakers
collected through a two-stage procedure. The first stage comprised of three taskoriented dialogues aiming at eliciting semi-spontaneous conversations. The
dialogue tasks involved discussing photographs of everyday life situations
potentially encouraging reflections concerning responsibility in its various
meanings. Additionally, as part of the final task, the speakers cooperatively
designed a news-style summary of their discussion.
The second stage of the procedure was based on sessions recorded
approximately four weeks after the first stage. Here, the speakers were requested
to read a phrase list designed based on the materials produced in the first stage.
This way, the same lexical content was obtained in both read and semispontaneous speaking style (cf. the approach by e.g., Eriksson & Heldner, 2015).
Apart from the preliminary observations regarding selected features of the
collected data, this contribution is intended to discuss in more detail the
characteristics of the news-style reports in the social context of responsibility
with respect to other people and responsibility supersession.
References
Eriksson, A., Heldner, M. (2015). The acoustics of word stress in English as a function
of stress level and speaking style. Proceedings of INTERSPEECH 2015, Dresden,
41-45.
Jonas, H. (1979) Das Prinzip Verantwortung. Versuch einer Ethik fur die technologische
Zivilisation, Frankfurt am Main; (1996) Zasada odpowiedzialności. Etyka dla
cywilizacji technologicznej, (transl. M. Klimowicz), Wyd. Palatyn, Kraków.
Váradi, T., Krauwer, S., Wittenburg, P., Wynne, M., & Koskenniemi, K. (2008).
CLARIN: Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure.
Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Language Resources and
Evaluation, Marrakech.

Joanna Kłosowska
Cooperation and Implicatures in Male-Female Communication
University of Warsaw, Poland

Communication is a complicated process, consisting of a number of actions on
the part of the interlocutors. The main goal of successful communication is
understanding. However, the process is extremely “fragile” and can be easily
broken, which leads to failing in achieving the goal. To ensure reaching the goal,
the hearer has to follow a long path from the abstract meaning to the speaker’s
meaning. On the way, the communicators have to be cooperative and obey the
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conversational maxims. The communication may be broken in every moment of
the interaction, when the interlocutors wrongly read each other’s intentions, or
when they do not obey the principles, which happens very often in the case of
male-female communication. The aim of the paper is to determine the degree of
cooperation of male and female interlocutors in their everyday interaction. Who
is more cooperative in communication? Who generates more implicatures and
violates the maxims? The representative of which sex is a better interlocutor?
References
Gray, John. 1992. Men are from Mars, women are from Venus. New York:
HarperCollins Publishers Inc.
Grice, Paul H. 1975. “Logic and conversation.” in Syntax and semantics 3: speech arts,
edited by Cole et al.
Lakoff, Robin. 1975. Language and woman’s place. New York: Harper Colophon
Books.
Leech, Geoffrey N. 1983. Principles of pragmatics. New York: Longman.
Tannen, Deborah. 1990. You just don't understand. New York: HarperCollins
Publishers.
Tannen, Deborah. 2011. That’s not what I meant!: How conversational style makes or
breaks relationship. New York: Harper.
Thomas, Jenny. 1995. Meaning in interaction: An introduction to pragmatics. New
York: Longman Publishing.
Yule, George. 2006. The study of language. 3rd ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.

Katarzyna Kokot-Góra
Where Are All the Elements: Diathesis in Sentence Structures
Founded upon the Predicate Eng. Reward and Pol. Nagradzać
University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Poland

The article investigates the phenomena of propositional structure (predicteargument) of the verb reward, more specifically its semantic and syntactic
realizations. It has been assumed that valency characteristic of the predicate
reward implicates four obligatory arguments (in the form of nominal groups or
dependent clauses) – agent, beneficiary, means and cause. It has been observed,
however, that in many instances the second and the fourth position undergo
compression. As a result, data shows that lexical syncretic examples are quite
frequent, especially for Polish, eg. nagrodzić film (Eng. reward a film). On the
other hand English language does not seem to generate such concrete examples,
but more abstract ones such as reward behaviour. Such findings open a debate
about the conceptual as well as grammatical differences of specific languages.
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The paper will thus deal with structural and semantic conditions of the
realization of observed phenomena. Linguistic data had been excerpted from
Contemporary Corpus of American English (COCA) and National Corpus of
Polish (NKJP).
References
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Korytkowska, M., 1992: Gramatyka konfrontatywna bułgarsko-polska. Typy pozycji
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Joanna Kolbusz-Buda
Complex Adjectives in Polish – A Case of Morphology-Syntax
Interface
Siedlce University of Natural Sciences and Humanities, Poland

The concept of the division of labour between morphology and syntax in the
production of certain word-formation types is no longer questioned by
contemporary linguistic theories. Synthetic compounds, in whose formation the
argument structure of the phrase, being a syntactic input to a morphological
process, is mapped onto a newly formed complex form, are one of the possible
incarnations of a syntax-morphology interaction in language. Similarly, phrasal
compounds in, for instance, English and Dutch, are another striking example of
the interplay between morphological and syntactic domains where phrases or
even clauses become lexical components in a morphological process of root
compounding.
In Polish, the formation of complex words has not yet been researched from
the perspective of the interface between morphology and syntax. In this paper,
we propose a morpho-syntactic treatment for Polish morphologically complex
adjectives, whose structure rests on two or more roots. In an empirical level, we
show that there are two major types of dephrasal left-branching adjectives in
Polish: (a) synthetic compound adjectives whose syntactic base is subjected to
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affixation, e.g. [[[krótk]Adv-o-[trwa]V]VP -ły]A ‘short-lasting’ and (b) dephrasal
complex adjectives whose nature is also synthetic as they are phrases turned into
lexical units via affixation, e.g. cotrzydziestoczteroićwierćgodzinny [[coevery
trzydzieścithirty czteryfour iand ćwierćquarter godzinyhour]AdvP -ny]A ‘(occurring) every
thirty four and a quarter of an hour’.
This paper is part of a more elaborate corpus-based research project on
morphology-syntax interplay in the domain of Polish word-formation which
aims at bringing to light the complexity and interdisciplinarity of its
mechanisms.

Kristýna Konečná
The Semantic Feature Database (Attested in 8- to 10-Year-Old
Czech Children) – Results and Next Steps
Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic

In this poster, we would like to present our psycholinguistic research which have
been made. The data from 381 Czech school children were collected –
essentially, they answered the question “What does this concept/word mean?”
for the basic vocabulary words (concepts). Their answers were systematically
broken down into semantic features and the huge database of various semantic
features for 104 concepts from 13 semantic categories was created. This
database was statistically processed and the data were interpreted based on
theories about conceptual representations, children language and language
development. This database and some results will be presented in this
contribution and the critical ideas about the used methodology and about next
steps, which are planned in our research, will be introduced.
The main goal of this poster is to expose our research to wider community, to
discuss all issues of the used methodology and debate about all options for the
consecutive research, which is going to be realized by us.
References
Konečná, K. and Večeřová, L., 2016. Baterie sémantických rysů: data získaná od dětí z
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production norms for a large set of living and non-living things. Behavior Research
Methods, Instruments & Computers, vol. 37, no. 4, pp. 547-559
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Vinson, D. P. and Vigliocco, G., 2008. Semantic feature production norms for a large set
of objects and events. Behavior Research Methods, vol. 40, no. 1 (psychology
module), pp. 183-190. http://www.childrenfeatures.webnode.cz

Simona Korytářová
Another Attempt at Capturing the Elusive We
University of Ostrava, Czech Republic

In recent years, remote tutoring has spread thanks to the availability of varied
means of computer technology. The asynchronicity of speaker-audience
interaction in the educational videos places specific demands on speakers who
might consequently employ rather unusual yet appropriate language devices to
overcome this hindrance.
This contribution attempts to describe the emerging genre of online video
tutorial, focusing primarily on the Halliday’s (1978) interpersonal metafunction.
The research has been done on the corpus consisting of online video tutorials
and standard lectures on differential and integral calculus (e.g. implicit
differentiation, first-order linear differential equations) which are available on
the Internet and made by native speakers of English. Both quantitative and
qualitative methods have been used to determine relations between the
circumstances of tutorials (especially the visual presence of the speaker) and the
interactional skills employed.
The quantitative part of the research is focused on the personal perspective
(i.e. use of 1st and 2nd persons sg and pl, the corresponding possessive
pronouns, and commands); the method of investigation is based on the idea of
“ideal” distribution of the personal perspective usage assigning one third to each
of the pronouns I, you, and we. The qualitative analysis draws on the
classification of discourse-defined semantic remappings of personal pronouns
suggested by Rounds (1987) since this approach appears to be effective in
specifying the actual referents behind the pronouns used.
Concerning the employment of personal pronouns as strategic devices in
communication, the attention is given mainly to the pronoun we whose semantic
ambiguity makes it particularly suitable for evoking the interpersonal dimension
as it enables speakers to shift between various referential positions without
distancing themselves from the audience.
References
Halliday, M.A.K. (1978). Language as Social Semiotic. The Social Interpretation of
Language and meaning. London: Edward Arnold.
Rounds, P.L. (1987). Multifunctional personal pronouns use in an educational setting.
English for Specific Purposes, 6(1), 13-29.
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Jolanta Kovalevskaitė (co-authors: Erika Rimkutė, Laura
Vilkaitė)
Light Verb Constructions in Lithuanian: Identification and
Classification
Vytautas Magnus University; Vilnius University, Lithuania

A light verb constructions (LVC) are a type of multiword expressions. An LVC
has been defined as “a verb-complement pair in which the verb has little lexical
meaning (is “light”) and much of the semantic content of the construction is
obtained from the complement” (Tan et al., 2006, p. 31), for example to make a
decision. While LVCs have received a lot of attention in English, both in NLP
and in language pedagogy, they have not been addressed in Lithuanian so far.
This paper presents a study of LVC identification in Lithuanian. It aims to
answer a question can we take the criteria used for English and directly apply
them to the Lithuanian data.
The analysis of Lithuanian LVCs was carried out as a part of the PASTOVU
project (supported by the Research Council of Lithuania). Lithuanian LVCs
were annotated manually in a 200,000 token corpus of articles from a popular
Lithuanian news portal www.delfi.lt. LVCs were annotated using brat rapid
annotation tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012) and according to the LVC-specific
decision tree applying PARSEME shared-task annotation guidelines
(PARSEME, 2017). In total 213 instances of LVCs were identified and
classified based on their semantic and syntactic features. They made up about
0.2% of the corpus. This percentage turns out to be surprisingly similar to the
reported percentage in English (about 0.16%, see Ronan and Schneider, 2015).
Overall, LVCs seem to be relevant for Lithuanian and therefore should
receive more attention, as a class of multiword expressions. However, even if
they can be identified using the criteria established for English, some of these
criteria might need to be reconsidered for Lithuanian (and potentially other
languages with similar morphology) in order to make the identification of LVCs
more consistent.
References
PARSEME, 2017. Available online: https://typo.uni-konstanz.de/parseme/index.php/2general/142-parseme-shared-task-on-automatic-detection-of-verbal-mwes
Ronan, Patricia and Gerold Schneider. 2015. Determining light verb constructions in
contemporary British and Irish English. International Journal of Corpus Linguistics,
326-354.
Stenetorp, Pontus, Sampo Pyysalo, Goran Topić, Tomoko Ohta, Sophia Ananiadou and
Jun’ichi Tsujii (2012). brat: a Web-based Tool for NLP-Assisted Text Annotation. In
Proceedings of the Demonstrations Session at EACL 2012.
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Tan, Yee Fan, Min-Yen Kan, and Hang Cuir. 2006. Extending corpus-based
identification of light verb constructions using a supervised learning framework. In
Proceedings of the EACL Workshop on MultiWord Expressions in a Multilingual
Contexts, pages 49–56.

Aleksandra Kowalczyk
Foodsemy – A Normal Anomaly
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

In recent literature scholars have worked out a number of new categories of
meaning development, such as zoosemy, plantosemy and foodsemy. In my
presentation I shall focus on the mechanism of foodsemy, a new semantic
category proposed by Kleparski (2008), and in particular the cases of food
metaphor that are targeted at human beings. The paper concerns animate nouns
and their semantic analysis is conducted on the basis of the Oxford English
Dictionary and the British National Corpus. Most frequently, the process
discussed here involves the projection of attributive features and values,
sometimes positive, yet most frequently negative ones, associated with members
of the macrocategory FOODSTUFFS onto the macrocategory HUMAN BEING.
Additionally, it is possible to find cases of language use that may seem
unnatural. For example, it is not usual and socially acceptable to name
somebody mutton > ‘prostitute’, hamburger > ‘foolish person’ or meatball >
‘obese person’. On the one hand, foodsemy is a kind of language anomaly, on
the other it highlights anomalies in human beings, as things that are plain and
average do not draw our attention. Hence, foodsemy may not be an anomaly, but
a normal and regular mechanism of language, simply a case of ‘normal
anomaly’.
References
Cymbalista, P., & G. A. Kleparski (2013) From Michael Breal to Dirk Geeraerts.
Towards the Main Issues in Diachronic Lexical Semantics. Jarosław: Wydawnictwo
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Kleparski G. A. (2008) “Dolce Torta, Dolce Angelina: Romance Foodsemy with Italian
Accent” [in:] G.A. Kleparski, A. Uberman (eds.) Galicia Studies in Language,
Literature and Culture. With Special Reference to English and Diachronic
Semantics. Chełm: Wydawnictwo TAWA.
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Karolina Kozłowska
Pragmatics of Simile – Relevance Theory in Contemporary
Literature
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

The aim of the study is to draw conclusions about the relationship between
figurative linguistic devices and positive cognitive effects evoked by them. The
author classifies similes extracted from contemporary literary fiction written in
English language. The classification focuses on semantic and functional aspects
of similes rather than structural ones. Theoretical background of the analysis is
based on the key concepts of relevance theory. The major assumption is that
authors (in accordance with the relevance theory principles) of the abovementioned type of written works strive (consciously or otherwise) to present
their readers with utterances which create expectations of optimal relevance.
This means that, ideally, all of the analysed similes were constructed with an
intention to maximise the positive cognitive effect (achieved by processing
them) and simultaneously minimise the required processing effort. The study
focuses on descriptions related to particular features (aspects) of tenors:
- external aspect (e.g. appearance, gestures, posture, manner of moving, gait)
- internal aspect (e.g. personality, ethical and moral qualities, intellect)
- environment-related aspect (socio-cultural context and/or status)
- quantitative aspect (distance, duration, amount, etc.)
- qualitative aspect (features which are generally not measured with numerical
results and at the same time are more judgement-related, unconscious and
intrinsic than the internal aspect elements, which may be consciously shaped,
reasoned, argued).
Since similes are figurative linguistic devices this paper additionally
distinguishes between:
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- literal and non-literal meanings of vehicles
- animacy and inanimacy of tenors and vehicles
- concreteness and abstractness of tenors and vehicles.
References
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Magdalena Król
On the Edge of Possessiveness
Institute of Polish Language at the Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland

I want to present the semantics of noun modifiers. The elements of those
constructions can be linked in varied ways, e.g. as containers, conduits, parts of
other entities. During my work as an annotator – a participant of the Polish
section of CLARIN Project, I noticed some problems with description of noun
modifiers such as possessive constructions. The relations between nouns and
their modifiers seem to be described in a very unsatisfactory way. In literature
on Lexical Functional Grammar, there is no comprehensive proposition of
classifying noun modifiers in Polish, nor a description of possessive
constructions. Drawing on the data from the National Corpus of Polish, I want to
propose a coherent method of listing, naming and describing noun modifiers
(especially the possessive ones) in the LFG model of Polish.
The paper is based on both the Lexical Functional Grammar and the
Construction Grammar Approaches to noun modifiers, especially possessive
constructions. Unfortunately, the LFG analysis of Polish possessive
constructions does not correspond to language reality. Examples such as
właściciel psa ‘an owner of a dog’, blok czekolady ‘a bar of chocolate’, obraz
rozpaczy ‘a picture of despair’ are often referred to as possessive compound
nouns, with the first noun identifying a particular type in relation to the group of
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people or things described by the second noun. As can be seen from the
examples, they represent a few different types of noun modifiers and on top of
that, different relations between two nouns.
Combining the idea of three approaches of possessive description and
describing different role(s) for each class of noun modifiers I want to propose a
coherent system of description, semantics and grammatical structure of noun
modifiers with possessive relations in Polish. The result of this presentation is a
division of possessives and non-possessive constructions in Polish, and a
complete description of the first ones.
References
Barker, C. 1995. Possessive Descriptions. CSLI Press.
Barker, C. 2008. Possessives and Relational Nouns: von Hausinger, Portner (eds.).
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Ewa Kucelman
Towards a Balanced Assessment of Public Speaking
Pedagogical University of Kraków, Poland

The paper discusses the challenges involved in the successful assessment of
public speeches. A real-life public speech has at least two judges – the speaker
him/herself and his/her audience. Additionally the third judge in the form of the
superior may be involved. In the classroom the audience is composed of fellow
students and the superior is the teacher. Contrary to real life speeches, where
very often a speech evaluated highly by the audience can defend itself even is
the remaining two assessments are comparatively less enthusiastic, in class it is
usually the teacher who has the final word. The paper seeks to answer the
question whether the verdicts of each of these three judges accord and
investigates the potential reasons for the mismatches. Especially important are
the mismatches between the assessment by the teacher and by fellow students,
since the later are often more or less formally nominated as first-instance
reviewers and sources of most valuable feedback. The research conducted is a
case study whose subjects are students of English philology participating in an
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interpersonal communication course ending with an obligatory public speaking
performance. Their final public speeches were assessed first by fellow students
and the teacher and then by the speakers themselves. The paper focuses on the
differences between the assessments and their potential reasons. Finally, some
proposal concerning a more objective assessment are sketched.
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Ramaz Kurdadze, Maia Lomia, Ketevan Margiani
On the Reinterpretation of the Terms Denoting Evidential Tenses
in the Kartvelian Languages
Tbilisi State University, Georgia

Kartvelian (South Caucasian) languages – Georgian, Megrelian, Laz and Svan –
have evidential tenses, out of which some are present in all the four languages,
whereas others have been developed only in the non-written languages –
Megrelian, Laz and Svan. These tenses are denoted by different terms in the
linguistic literature, because some scholars attach priority to the semantics, while
others focus on the aspect of form-building.
1. Svan and Megrelian languages have evidential tenses with present stem
forms. Taking into account their base-stem, these tenses are viewed as belonging
to the I series; hence, they are termed Evidential I and Evidential II (V. Topuria),
or and Present Evidential Tenses (I. Kobalava). Due to their different evidential
nature, some scholars (G. Rogava, A. Oniani, Z. Chumburidze...), argue that
these tenses form separate IV series, and they should be termed as Evidential III
and Evidential IV:
(1) Svan. x-a-ṭab-un-a
O3-SPV-to peel-EVDM-PM
‘It turned out that he/she had been peeling it for her’
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(2) Svan. ləm+ṭab-ün
to peel-EVDM
‘It turned out that he/she had been peeling it’
(3) Megr. no>-ḳomu-<e -(n)
<EVDM>-to eat-PRS.S3.SG
‘It turned out that he/she is eating/was eating’
(4) Megr. no>-ḳomu<-e-d-u
<EVDM>-to eat-EM-IMP.S3.SG
‘It turned out that he/she had been eating’
In our opinion, as the base-stem of these tenses belongs to the first series, the
above-mentioned Svan and Megrelian verb forms should pertain to the I series.
Since they are characterized by the semantics of iterative and unseen actions,
they should be termed Evidential Imperfect I and Evidential Imperfect II.
2. The evidential tenses of the III series, which are common to all Kartvelian
languages (both literary and non-written), are traditionally termed in literary
Georgian as Evidential I and Evidential II. In non-written Kartvelian languages,
in order to avoid ambiguity of terms, they are called Past Perfect, Resultative I
and Resultative II… The initial function of these tenses was to show result. They
acquired evidential semantics later. Currently they perform both functions, and
differentiation is possible only based on the context:
(5) GEO uamia (= has eaten) – Resultative;
(6) GEO uamia (= it turned out that he/she has eaten) – Evidential.
Apart from the above-mentioned, the analyzed tenses, especially Evidential I,
perform other functions. These forms express the following semantic categories:
experience, admirative, dubitative, re-narrative...
3. In the Svan language, unlike other Kartvelian languages, the III series also
contains perfect and evidential tenses: Conditional-Resultative I and
Conditional-Resultative II. These tenses denote only inferential evidentiality
and, unlike Evidential I and II, alongside with experience, they denote
presumption and conclusiuon instead of unseen actions:
(7) Svan x-e-m-i
O3-CV-to eat-PM
‘he/she has probably eaten’
(8) Svan x-e-m-ol
O3-CV-to eat-PM
‘he/she had probably eaten’
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4. Taking into account the fact that these tenses retain the meaning of perfect
actions in all the above-mentioned meanings [(5), (6), (7), (8)], and, as all of
them are, to a certain extent, characterized by the semantics of evidentiality
(verbal or inferential), we argue that these tenses should be termed as Evidential
Perfect I, Evidential Perfect II, Evidential Perfect III and Evidential Perfect
IV.
We are of the opinion that the three key peculiarities (imperfect, perfect,
evidentiality) should be taken into account when identifying the terms
appropriate for these tenses; Introduction of the terms suggested by us will help
avoid ambiguity and facilitate the process of analysis of the Kartvelian verb
paradigm for Georgian and foreign scholars.
The given paper offers a detailed analysis of the forms of evidential tenses in
the Kartvelian languages, focusing on the traditional terms, as well as the new
terms suggested by us.

Mária Laczkó
The Problem of Lexical Recall in Spontaneous Speech of
Different Aged Children
University of Kaposvár, Hungary

Mental lexicon is a brain storage system including all language units and rules. It
has crucial importance in speech production where the lexical recall is
determined as the choosing the right concept lexical and tagged form design
called phonological form.
The lexical access is not always succesful for the speakers, as the result of
activated simultaneously competing structures speaking a different intention
incorrect lexeme can occur in the surface structure. The various types of them
can be characterized by semantic and/or phonetic similarity, caused by
grammatical reasons, speech situation as the ouside reason, and they can occur
because of mix idioms or compression report. They can be corrected by the
speaker or not, and the ratio of them depends on the age and the types of the
word.
The incorrect lexemas were analysed mainly in adults’ spontaneous speech.
The present research is focused on the analysis of children’s spontaneous speech
and their lexical recall. On the basis of our hypothesis the ratio of incorrect
lexemas in children’s spontaneous speech are closely related to different steps of
mother tongue acquisition. The younger children produce much more and wider
ranges of types of them than the elder ones and the number of the correction of
their false lexemas is less comparing it to elder children’s.
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In order to check the hypothesis the series of experiment with the
participation of kindergarten, primary and secondary schoolchildren was carried
out. (The age groups are 6, 8, 12, 14, 16, 10-10 children there.) Their improved
and unimproved incorrect words selected from their spontaneous speech patterns
5 minutes long were analysed in quantitative and qualitive terms (frequency,
types, part of the speech) by Praat program and the statistical analysis was done
by SPSS 13. version.
The results have confirmed our preliminary assumption as the most number
of incorrect lexemas were in kindergarten children’s spontaneous speech, but the
less was among teenagers. There were differences in terms of the types among
the various age groups, annd the ratio of monitored and corrected ones was also
depending of the age.
The presentation is focused on the demonstration and the analysis of our data
obtained both in linguistic and pedagogical aspects and the consequences will
also be emphasized.
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Kateryna Laidler
The Role of Perception in Online Adaptation of the English
Interdental Fricatives by Native Speakers of Russian
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Poland

Once lexical borrowings enter another language, they undergo different kinds of
modifications in order to comply with the rules governing L1. In modern
phonological literature the nature of adaptation process is usually argued to be
either phonetic (e.g. Peperkamp, 2005; Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2003) or
phonological in character (Paradis, 1996; LaCharite & Paradis, 2005), with the
decisive role assumed by either the recipients’ perception or production
respectively.
A substantial difference between the phonetic inventories of English and
Russian makes them perfect candidates for the investigation of the phonological
loanword adaptation process. When it comes to the interdental fricatives, in
English borrowings into Russian /θ/ is realised as /t/, /s/ or /f/, while /ð/ can take
the form of /z/, /d/ or even voiceless /t/ (D’iakov, 2010; Janurik, 2010). The
major goal of the paper is to examine the role of perception in the adaptation of
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the English interdental fricatives by native speakers of Russian as well as to
interpret the major patterns of nativization in the light of recent theories of
loanword adaptation mentioned above. We also aim at establishing the factors
which might contribute to the variability in the perception of the input.
The data presented in this paper are taken from a study conducted by the
author in which native speakers of Russian with no command of English were
presented with the recording of English words among which the items
containing interdental fricatives in different contexts (word-initially, wordmedially and word-finally) were found. The experimental items were read by
two native speakers of English (British English and American English
representatives).
The examination of the perception of the English sounds alien to Russian and
the juxtaposition of the obtained data with their realization in loanwords throws
much light on the nature of the phenomenon of loanword adaptation.
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Noémi Ligeti-Nagy, Andrea Dömötör, Noémi Vadász
(co-author: Ágnes Kalivoda)
Rules Rule. The Amazingness of Rule-Based Methods to
Improving Corpus Annotation
Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Hungary

This paper focuses on rule-based, linguistically motivated algorithms designed
to improve the annotation of Hungarian corpora. There are three basic
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components of a Hungarian sentence: verb (overt or not); noun phrases (NP)
providing the arguments of the verb; and the verbal particle, being able to appear
far away from its verb in a Hungarian sentence thus being a real challenge for
any parser. Therefore, we initiated our research by discovering the problems in
the annotation of these three categories.
Firstly, we needed to evaluate the validity of the annotation of Hungarian
corpora; namely, we scrutinized the Pázmány Corpus [1] for the study of the
three phenomena, and we also carried out a research on Hungarian Gigaword
Corpus [2] in the case of verbal particles. We randomly selected a reasonable
number of samples (5000 verbal particles, 1000 verbs and 1000 sentences) to
evaluate the annotation. In this research we focused on false positive hits: tokens
annotated mistakenly verbal particles or verbs, and NPs incorrectly extracted
from sentences.
Secondly, we determined the possible error types. The two morphological
subcategories of our research (verbs and verbal particles) contained erroneous
annotation caused by homography, either in Hungarian or in other languages. As
for the NP-chunking, the aim of the NP-chunker to extract maximal NPs caused
most of the false positive results.
Thirdly, we created context-sensitive rules in order to improve the POStagging and the NP-annotation of the corpora. The rules and their performance
was tested on random samples. Therefore, we can conclude that applying these
rules to the previously annotated corpus the validity of the annotation could be
improved (with different efficacy in the three different fields).
Although our work already proves to be fruitful, there are still some issues to
be solved. We need to explore the reverse direction of errors, namely the false
negative hits. After that we might be able to draw up a Hungarian corpus with an
annotation of nearly 100% precision.
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Edoardo Lombardi Vallauri, Viviana Masia, Doriana Cimmino
(co-authors: Laura Baranzini, Federica Cominetti, Claudia
Coppola, Giorgia Mannaioli)
The Outskirts of Linguistic Persuasion: Measuring Implicit
Presentation of Questionable Information
University of Roma Tre; University of Turin; University of Florence, Italy

Implicit communication can be an effective means of persuasion. In particular,
in political communication, when it comes to questionable contents, this strategy
is frequently exploited for manipulative purposes (Sbisà, 2007; Lombardi
Vallauri, 2009; De Saussure, 2012). The contribution aims at proposing a
measurement model to be applied to actual texts, and based on the assignment of
implicitness degrees to some major pragmatic phenomena such as
presuppositions (Stalnaker, 1974), implicatures (Grice, 1975), vague
expressions, topicalizations, etc. (Lombardi Vallauri & Masia, 2014; Lombardi
Vallauri, 2016). Different domains of implementation of such a model, as well
as its impact in social life, will be canvassed. The model allows measuring the
amount of questionable information conveyed implicitly in a text and to rank
texts belonging to the same genre according to the use they make of implicits for
conveying questionable contents.
The relevance of the model lies in the use of quantitative criteria, whose
consistent application enables a reliable comparison among different texts.
Being based on a well-defined protocol, it turns an overall impression of
politicians’ way of speaking into fully explicit quantitative assessment of their
communicative honesty. In addition, since the above-mentioned categories are
mainly non-language specific, the model can be potentially applied to any
language, so as to carry out cross-linguistic and cross-cultural studies.
Given the importance of the matter at issue for public life, ordered corpora of
political speeches from different languages have been gathered and annotated for
the above-mentioned implicit strategies. These have been made available in an
online platform accessible to anybody who is interested in inquiring into some of
the most controversial features of political communication, as well as into the
impact of different communicative styles on addressees’ knowledge
manipulation and, ultimately, on the processes of representative democracy.
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Richard Madsen
Learning Curve. The Acquisition of Theoretical Grammar
Aalborg University, Denmark

This paper presents an investigation of the ways in which Danish students of
English acquire (the terminology of) theoretical grammar. The goal of this
investigation is to uncover how the teaching of theoretical grammar might be
optimised. It is the newest part of a research project having started in 2012.
Two kinds of analysis are employed to achieve the above-mentioned goal.
One is to ex-plore how well the results of the grammar exam, which the students
have to pass at the end of their first semester, can be predicted from the results of
the home assignments, which the stu-dents have to submit during their first
semester. With this analysis, it can be determined how well the home
assignments prepare the students for the exam. The other analysis seeks to determine the level of challenge which the different types of tasks that the students
have to solve in the home assignments and at the exam pose for the students.
This analysis is expected to show which tasks are on the ‘outskirts of the
regular’, i.e. which tasks are extraordinarily difficult for the students, and which
may be too easy. In this way, it may be possible to draw extra attention in class
to the most challenging tasks and eliminate irrelevant exercises from the
curriculum.
The analyses are performed on the home assignments and exam papers of
more than 150 students. The relation between the results of the home
assignments and the term-final exam is examined by way of non-linear
regression analysis. The level of the difficulty of the individual tasks is inspected
both quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitatively, by calculating how many
students are able to solve the tasks correctly, and qualitatively by surveying what
an-swers the students provide to the individual tasks. The qualitative analysis
seeks to shed light on what common misunderstandings the students might
develop in their acquisition process.
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Wojciech Malec
A Web-Based Application for Generalizability Analyses
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

Generalizability theory provides a useful framework for investigating the
reliability of test scores. However, application of this theory is only feasible with
the aid of specialized computer software. Unfortunately, very few programs
offer the option of conducting generalizability analyses. The most well-known
program that can be used for this purpose is GENOVA (Crick and Brennan
1983), but, as noted by Brown (2014), “it is not particularly user-friendly” (p.
1185). Somewhat easier to use are G theory programs by Mushquash and
O’Connor (2006), yet these require SPSS, SAS, or MATLAB statistical analysis
software packages, which may not be readily available to all researchers.
Moreover, in order to run the programs, it is necessary to modify the script files
in the syntax editor, which, again, is not very user-friendly. The best solution
seems to be EduG, described by Cardinet, Johnson, and Pini (2010) as “the first
genuinely versatile and user-friendly G theory software package” (p. xiv). A
possible limitation of this program is that it does not produce any graphical
representations of D (Decision) study results.
Each of the three programs has to be installed on the computer, which,
depending on the researcher’s needs, may be either an advantage or a drawback.
There do not seem to be any web-based applications offering anytime/anyplace
availability and requiring only a web browser to carry out the analyses. This
presentation introduces such an application, called GT-1 (generalizability theory
calculator for one-facet crossed designs, Malec 2017). It must be acknowledged
that this program is limited to just one type of design. However, p × i (persons
by items) is probably the most useful design for teachers who need to analyze
their classroom tests. GT-1 is very easy to use, and it produces easily
interpretable graphs. The use of GT-1 will be demonstrated with the help of an
illustrative set of scores.
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Anna Malicka-Kleparska
Reflexive Impersonals in Polish: A Single Construction or Not?
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

In Polish we attest a reflexive impersonal construction containing the reflexivelike clitic się (see Rivero et al. 2010, also Gołąb 1975, 2010, Dąbrowska 1997,
Dziwirek 1994, Wierzbicka 1988, Rivero et al. 2010, Rivero and Arregui 2012,
Cichosz 2012):
(1) Tańczyło
nam
się
dobrze.
dance-PST.3rd.SG.N we-DAT.PL REFL well
‘We enjoyed dancing.’
This structure appears in two major guises: with the dative argument present in
the clause (1), or without it (2):
(2) Tańczyło
się
dobrze.
dance-PST.3rd. SG.N REFL well
‘Dancing was good.’
These two clauses, however, differ in the kind of adverbial modification that
they admit. The sentence in (2) easily admits spatio-temporal modification as
well:
(3) Tańczyło
się
do rana.
dance-PST.3rd. SG.N REFL to morning-GEN.SG
‘Dancing went on till morning.’
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while the clause with the dative argument does not admit this kind of
modification:
(4) *Tańczyło się nam do rana.
We will enquire whether an explanation of these facts within the limits of a
single basic structure for both varieties of sentences is forthcoming or whether
two distinct structures should be proposed. Additionally, we will account for a
number of properties of these clauses (see e.g. Krifka et al. 1995, Mari et al.
2013), such as the preference for the imperfective aspect, personal nature of the
logical subject, out-of control semantics of (2), etc.
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Marijana Marelj
The Unbearable Lightness of HAVE(ing)
Utrecht University, Netherlands

Whether characterized as “semantically impoverished” (Butt 1995), “semilexical” (Corver and van Riemsdijk 2001), “vague” (Bruening 2015), or as
“having no independent semantic content” (Ritter and Rosen 1997), different
researchers seem to agree on the intuitive description of what the notion “light
verb” is about. The formalization of what it means to be “light” or “semantically
vacuous”, however, seems to elude us.
Taking the empirical domain of HAVE as a testing ground and the work of
Ackema and Marelj (2012) as a starting point, I pursue the formalization of
thematic lightness while maintaining the lex parsimony, i.e., having one single
entry for all the guises of HAVE. This will further lead us to discuss the
purported “specialness” of the complements of HAVE and probe into the
relation between the Thematic and the Aspectual realms.
The upshots of the talk are the following:
a. HAVE: <[ ]>, where [ ] is an interface, unvalued feature.
b. The complements of light verbs are not per se aspectually “special”. It is the
aspectual “scaffolding” they are embedded in that makes them look
“special”.
c. Thematic & Aspectual roles cannot and should not be collapsed into each
other.
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Viviana Masia (co-authors: Davide Garassino, Nicola Brocca)
Implicit Communication in Twitter. A Comparative Corpus-Based
Analysis of Presuppositions and Implicatures in Italian and
English Political Communication
University of Roma Tre, Italy; University of Zurich, Switzerland; Heidelberg School of
Education, Germany

Twitter is nowadays a powerful means of political propaganda (Gheno 2008,
Parisi & Rega 2010, Brocca & Garassino, 2015). Its effectiveness can be easily
appreciated in the large amounts of messages exchanged by politicians every day
(Comin & Partners 2014). This wealth of data, together with the interactive
nature of the social medium, provides an ideal basis for the analysis of a striking
feature of political messages, i.e. their implicitness, often achieved through the
use of presuppositions and implicatures (Stalnaker 1973, Grice 1975). The
present discussion proposes an analysis of implicit communication in Twitter
considering (a) the uses that Italian, English and French politicians make of
presuppositions and implicatures – as two of the most widely debated implicit
communicative devices (Sbisà 2007) – and (b) the correlation of these uses to
specific types of contents (Lombardi Vallauri & Masia 2014, Brocca et al.
2016). Drawing on a corpus-based survey, we suggest that these contents
typically fulfil four main pragmatic functions: informative, stance-taking,
praising and attacking. On a sample of about 2.000 tweets, our comparative,
cross-linguistic analysis will show that some of these functions are more
strongly associated with implicatures and others with presuppositions.
Quantitative analyses will also display that certain implicit strategies are
characteristic of specific political groups or politicians’ communicative styles.
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Katarzyna Mroczyńska
Antipassive-Like Features in Selected English Object Drop
Constructions
Siedlce University of Natural Sciences and Humanities, Poland

Antipassive, a valency reducing operation, consists in erasing the patient-like
object of the verb or moving it to an oblique position. For quite a long time
antipassive was believed to be limited to languages of the ergative alignment.
Yet newer research in the field of valency suggests that the construction also
occurs in several accusative languages from the Slavonic group such as Polish or
Russian as well as in Romance languages e.g. French.
In this paper an attempt is made at analyzing selected English object drop
constructions in light of more recent findings concerning antipassivization. The
main focus of this article is the presentation of English corpus and literature
based examples including unmarked object drop constructions which seem to
bear antipassive-like features. To facilitate the discussion of these antipassivelike structures, the paper also presents briefly various types of null objects in
English and it outlines theoretical approaches to account for the object drop
phenomenon in this language.
The presented material is based on the analysis of data from the British
National Corpus and available literature on the subject.
References
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Paulina Nalewajko
The Silence of the Witcher
University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland

In LingBaW 2017 Conference I would like to present the next stage of my
analysis of the short story by Andrzej Sapkowski titled Wiedźmin (The Witcher
in English). The presented study encompasses the dialogues in the story and the
dialogue framing. The research was conducted with the use of selected linguistic
tools: Gricean cooperative principle, Sperger and Wilson’s relevance theory and
Langacker’s profiling. The first two were applied to the study of the
communicative situation of the dialogue participants. The Langacker’s profiling
was used to analyse the dialogue framing expressions concerning the lack of
response of the witcher, which results to be very meaningful. In other words, the
study will be focused on the silence of the witcher, its function in the story, and
the linguistic means by which this silence is transmitted to the reader.
The selection of the material results from a series of premises. Above all,
Andrzej Sapkowski’s literary work has been very popular in Poland and abroad.
Most of his books have been translated into several languages. It also has an
extensive academic bibliography. Various aspects of his narrative have been
analysed so far, with particular reference to the elements of the representation,
character creation and intertextual relations with other works. Moreover, issues
related to the translatability of the narrative in question (mainly from Polish into
English and Spanish) and some selected aspects of language (linguistic
characteristic of character creation and archaization) have been fairly discussed.
In my studies, I look for other linguistic features of Sapkowski’s work
perceiving them as the main reason of the popularity of his books. Therefore, at
the 2014 LingBaw I presented the preliminary study titled Linguistic correlates
of sensuality in Andrzej Sapkowski’s narrative. Comparative analysis of the
original story Wiedźmin and its translation into English. This year, my article
analysing the mechanisms of dynamicity in the short story within the framework
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of Ronald Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar is to be published. The article
examines and compares the paths of mental access used in the original story in
Polish and in its English translation.
The analysis of the silence of the witcher is meant to be the next step to a
larger study of Sapkowski’s linguistic craft.

Brian Nolan
The Role of Context and Common Ground in Utterance Meaning
with Assertive and Declarative Speech Acts of Irish
Institute of Technology Blanchardstown, Ireland

This paper compares and contrasts the assertive speech act of Irish with the
declarative speech act. We examine the constructional form of both the assertive
and declarative of Irish to determine their constructional signatures. In the view
argued for in this paper, we consider the speech act as a construction whose
meaning as an utterance depends on the framing situation and context, along
with the common ground of the interlocutors. We identify how the assertive and
declarative speech acts are formalised to characterise their utterance meaning,
taking into account the contribution of situation, context and a dynamic common
ground.
Context, along with belief, desire and intention, plays a significant role in
what is meant as against what is said. The nature of knowledge, and how it
informs common ground, is explored along with the relationship between
knowledge and language. Determining the meaning of a speech act in a situation
requires us to consider the level of the interaction of all these dimensions. An
appropriate context is especially important as a core satisfaction condition of a
felicitous declarative speech act while the construction and maintenance of a
shared common ground is important for assertions. We show that the influence
of the situation, context and common ground feeds into the utterance meaning in
a principled way. The ‘what is said’ is reflected in the event and its semantics,
while the ‘what is meant’ is derived at a higher level of abstraction within a
situation.
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Tatsuhiro Okubo
On the Relation between Relational Adjectives and a Focus
Projection
Ibaraki Prefectural University of Health Sciences, Japan

This presentation aims to explain why nominal deletion applies to a construction
composed of a relational adjective (RA) and the head noun, as in (1):
(1) John is an ineffectual leader, but Mary is an intellectual leader.
In (1), the leader of intellectual leader is deleted because of its old-information
status. This fact implies that a RA functions as focus, while a nominal head as
presupposition.
Based on this, I propose, with Corver and van Koppen’s (2009) proposal that
nominal deletion is motivated by a focus projection, that the deletion shown in
(1) is triggered by the agreement between a RA and a Foc head. The structure of
the construction in question is illustrated in (2).
(2)

[DP [FocP intellecti[+Op] [Foc[E, +Op] [XP intellecti [X leader]]]]]

Because a RA shows nominal behaviors, I adopt Fábregas’s (2007) view of RAs
as nouns. As a first step, the two nouns intellect and leader merge to establish a
predication relation. The former noun has a [+Op] feature, which denotes
contrastive focus (Corver and van Koppen (2009: 16-18)). It moves to the Spec
of FocP in order to check the [+Op] feature on the Foc head. The Foc head has
another feature [E], which ensures that the complement of the head is deleted at
PF. In (2), XP is the complement of Foc with [E]. Therefore, it is deleted at PF.
Base on the structure in (2), it turns out that the suffix -al is not a derivational
suffix but a focus marker.
The present analysis has two consequences. One is relevant to the fact that
RAs function only as prenominal modifiers, as shown in (3):
(3) a. rural policeman
b. * a policeman who is rural

(Levi (1978: 3))
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This fact can be explained by the function of RAs as a focus constituent. The
base nominal of RA must move to the Spec of Foc to check the uninterpretable
feature [+Op] on the Foc head.
The other consequence is a classifying function of RAs (Shimamura (2014)).
This function is attributed to the subset-creating function of contrastive focus (É.
Kiss (1998)).
References
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Joanna Paszenda
Give me a break and daj na luz: The Verbs give and dać in
English and Polish Figurative Expressions
Pedagogical University of Kraków, Poland

The English verb give and its Polish counterpart dać feature in a variety of
constructions, both literal and figurative. The predicates lexicalize the caused
possession event schema, i.e. express the meaning of successful possessional
transfer towards a recipient (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2008, Levin 2008,
Goldberg 1995).
Both the English give and the Polish dać have a number of argument
realization options. Prototypically, the predicates occur in the ditransitive
construction, where they require the THEME and RECIPIENT arguments (the
indirect and direct object respectively), realized as NPs, as illustrated by
sentences (1)-(2).
(1) Give me a break.
(2) Daj
mi
spokój.
give-IMPER me-DAT peace-ACC
The transfer schema can also be realized by give and dać occurring in
prepositional constructions, such as the to-variant in English and the doconstruction in Polish (instantiations of the caused-motion pattern), whereby the
RECIPIENT is marked as a GOAL (Newman 1996):
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(3) They (…) gave the money to the right owners.
(BNC 2 HXC)
(4) Musiałbyś
dać
to
do specjalisty. (NKJP 4, 2005)
(you) would have give-INF this-NOM to specialist-GEN
In both languages, realizations with one or two unfilled elaboration sites are
possible (cf. Newman 1996). In sentence (5) the THEME is left unspecified, in (6)
– the RECIPIENT, and in (7) – both of them.
(5) (…) he regularly gives to charities.
(6) (…) mój wysiłek
daje efekty.
my-NOM effort-NOM gives effects-ACC
(7) At Christmas people give generously.

(BNC 1 ADK)
(BNC 8 A7G)

The above-listed patterns cover only a small fraction of the semantic and
constructional possibilities of give and dać. As demonstrated by Newman
(1996), give extends cross-linguistically into a considerable number of domains,
including: interpersonal communication, enablement, causation, and purpose.
The aim of the present paper is to present a systematic typology of figurative
expressions with give and dać, highlighting the similarities and contrasts
between English and Polish in terms of the verbs’ argument realization patterns
and motivations behind their extension paths.
References
Goldberg, Adele. 1995. Constructions: A Construction Grammar Approach to Argument
Structure. Chicago & London: The University of Chicago Press.
Levin, Beth. 2008. “Dative Verbs and Dative Alternations from a Crosslinguistic
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Natalia Pavlou
On Complementizers and Cross-Clausal Agreement
University of Chicago, USA

Cross-clausal agreement in Greek is characterized by raising (1a) or control (1b)
matrix predicates agreeing with a subject in the embedded clause, which also
agrees with the embedded verb.
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(1) a. Arxise na pezi i
Maria kithara.
start to play the Maria guitar
‘Maria started playing the guitar.’
b. Tolmise na peksi i
Maria kithara.
dare
to play the Maria guitar
‘Maria dared to play the guitar.’
In their investigation of acceptability judgments with different complementizers
in Greek, namely the subjunctive marker na, the factive pu and oti ‘that’, Tsakali
et al. (2017) propose that a Complementizer Phrase transparency plays a role in
establishing cross-clausal agreement. Greek complementizers, as argued, have
an underlying nominal structure (Roussou 1991) linked to this parametrization.
In this paper, I extend this claim to investigate the distribution of different
embedded Complementizers and gerunds with respect to cross-clausal
agreement. While cross-clausal agreement shows similar distribution for the
complementizers pu and oti as in (2-3), agreement of the matrix predicate with
an embedded subject across a gerund is not possible in (4a).
(2) a. [Ksafniastike [pu
emathe o Yannis [ oti kerdise to
surprise
that learn
the Yannis that win
the
‘Yannis was surprised to find out that he won the award.’
b. [Ksafniastike [pu emathe [oti kerdise o Yannis to
surprise
that learn that win
the Yannis the

vravio]]].
award
vravio]]].
award

(3) a. [Ipe [oti emathe o Yannis [oti kerdise to vravio]]].
say that learn
the Yannis that win
the award
‘Yannis said that he learned that he won the award.’
b. [Ipe [oti emathe [oti kerdise o Yannis to vravio]]].
say that learn that win the Yannis the award
(4) a. [Emathe [pigenontas [oti o Yannis kerdise
learned going
that the Yannis win
*‘Yannis learned by going that he won the award.’
b. Emathe [pigenontas o Yannis [oti kerdise
learned going
the Yannis that win
‘Yannis learned by going that he won the award.’

to vravio]]].
the award
to vravio]]].
the award.

The discussion of these novel data focuses on the syntax of gerunds and
embedded clauses and the generalizations to explain the conditions on crossclausal agreement.
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Wiktor Pskit
Small Nominals in NPN Structures
University of Łódź, Poland

Following the generativist tradition of assuming parallels between the clausal
and the nominal domains this paper is concerned with small clauses and small
nominals. The “smallness” of small clauses has recently been questioned,
leading to various accounts of their internal composition and derivation. Recent
developments in syntactic theory (e.g. Citko 2008, Progovac et al. 2006,
Heycock 2013) demonstrate that behind the “surface smallness” of small clauses
there are complex syntactic mechanisms. Based on the findings concerning small
clauses, this paper focuses on the status of nominal expressions inside NPN
structures (e.g. step by step, day after day, book upon book) and attempts to
explore whether they meet the criteria postulated for small nominals in the
relevant literature (e.g. Pereltsvaig 2006). It appears that the small-nominal
status of nominals in NPNs accounts for at least some of the idiosyncratic
properties these structures in English (cf. Travis 2001, Haïk 2013). At the same
time corresponding data in other languages (e.g. Polish NPNs) are more
problematic in this respect since the nominals inside Polish NPNs appear to be
more “regular” and at least superficially can be treated as full NPs or DPs.
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Ida Raffaelli, Barbara Kerovec
The Concept of ‘Touch’ in the Formation of the Croatian and
Turkish Lexicon
University of Zagreb, Croatia

This paper explores the importance of the concept of ‘touch’ in the formation of
the Croatian and Turkish lexicon. According to the embodiment hypothesis
within the Cognitive Linguistic theoretical framework, ‘touch’ as one of five
basic sensory concepts serves as a source domain in conceptualizing various
abstract domains (Viberg 1984, Sweetser 1990). A comparative analysis of two
typologically and genetically unrelated languages could point to regularities and
specificities in lexicalization processes operative in the formation of
vocabularies related to the concept of ‘touch’. In Croatian there is a significant
semantic difference between the verbs taknuti, perf. “to touch” and ticati, impf.
“to concern”. The verb taknuti without a PP refers exclusively to touch.
However, when complemented with the preposition u “in”, as in taknuti u srce
“to touch the heart”, it refers to emotions. The derived verb po-taknuti does not
refer to touch modality. It means “to animate”. When complemented with the
preposition u “in”, the verbs dirati, impf. “to touch” and dirnuti, perf. “to touch,
to affect” exhibit the same lexicalization patterns as the verb taknuti. They refer
to emotions as well. The derived verb za-dir-k-ivati means exclusively “to
tease”. Grammatical processes of prefixation and change of aspect via
derivation, which result in change of meaning in Croatian, do not exist in
Turkish. Turkish verbs of touch such as dokunmak “to touch”, değmek “to
(slightly) touch” and ilişmek “to touch”, “to graze” extend their meanings
towards similar conceptual domains as Croatian verbs do, but with some
differences and without any grammatical change (e.g. dokunmak can mean “to
harm”, “to disturb”, “to interfere”, “to concern”, “to affect (negatively)”).
Additionally, they usually combine with the same grammatical case so change of
case cannot trigger a change of meaning, like the change of prepositions in
Croatian can.
The main goals of the paper are 1) to investigate differences and similarities
in conceptual mappings based on the concept of ‘touch’ in two typologically and
genetically different languages and 2) to see to what extent the formation of the
touch vocabulary differs with respect to lexicalization patterns in the two
languages.
References
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Katarzyna Rokoszewska
Intra-Individual Variability in the Emergence of Complexity,
Accuracy and Fluency in Speaking English at Secondary School –
A Case Study of a Good Language Learner
Jan Długosz University in Częstochowa, Poland

According to Dynamic Systems Theory (DST), language is a complex dynamic
system consisting of subsystems which are never fully stable and which show a
lot of variability, especially when the system undergoes intensive development.
Second language development is generally connected with an increase in
complexity, accuracy and fluency but there are trade-offs within and between
these language subsystems, which is more visible in spoken than written
longitudinal data. What is more, intra-individual variability, which is defined as
differences in the level of a developmental variable within individuals and
between repeated measurements and which may be called developmental
variability if it spans over a year or more, is said to be an important
developmental phenomenon which does not only indicate the ongoing learning
process but promotes language development. The aim of the presentation is to
analyse the relationships between different measures of syntactic complexity,
lexical complexity, accuracy and fluency, which may constitute the so called
supportive, competitive or conditional growers, and to analyse the patterns of
intra-individual variability in these measures with respect to their rate of
development in longitudinal spoken data provided by a good language learner at
the level of secondary-school.

Bożena Rozwadowska
Valency in Psych Nominals 2
University of Wrocław, Poland

Building on current insights coming from various directions, I argue that
evidence provided by Polish psych nominals confirms the Aspect Preservation
2

This research was funded by grant 2014/15/B/HS2/00588 from National Science
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Hypothesis (see Fábregas, Marín, and McNally 2012) with the following further
claims and modifications. Assuming that psych eventualities are complex and
consist of two sub-events, I demonstrate that the effect of nominalization of
dyadic psych predicates is to truncate the initial sub-event (i.e., onset to a state),
as a consequence of which such nominals have a state denotation, as in (1).
Alternatively, the nominal may denote the onset subevent corresponding to the
intransitive form of a psych predicate with the reflexive morphology inherited by
the nominal, as in (2).
(1)

a. Zainteresowanie Janka historią ujawniło się już po pierwszym wykładzie.
PREF+interest+nie John-GEN history-INSTR became visible REFL.CL.
already after first-LOC lecture-LOC
‘John’s interest in history occurred already after the first lecture.’
b. #Zainteresowanie Janka historią zdarzyło się/ miało miejsce wczoraj.
PREF+interest+nie John-GEN history-INSTR happened/ took place
REFL.CL. yesterday
‘John’s interest in history happened yesterday.’

(2)

Zainteresowanie się studentów
*(historią
PREF-interesting r.c. students-Gen *(history-Instr
‘Students’ getting interested in modern history.’

nowożytną)
modern-Instr)

Interestingly, Melloni (2017) comes to similar conclusions for Italian psych
nominals. Moreover, the distribution of satellites in psych nominals leads to the
conclusion that they have only a single structural event participant, the holder of
the (emotional) state (c.f. Kratzer 1996). The evidence from psych nominals
provides thus indirect evidence for the hypothesis that psych verbs all contain a
state component in their event structure, which the nominalizing operator can
select. Furthermore, psych nominals indicate that nominalization is a valencyreducing operation sensitive to event structure. This is correlated with truncation
of subevents.
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Veronika Rusňáková
Multimodal Analysis of European Theatres’ Websites: Polyphony
of Modes
University of Ostrava, Czech Republic

The websites have recently established a leading position in the institutional
promotion and thus have been exploited as a primary source of presentation also
in the theatre world. Albeit theatre performances may not be regarded as typical
tradable products, the traditional opera houses challenged by other forms of
entertainment have adopted the affordances of new technologies in their
promotion and have given rise to an emerging genre of theatre online
presentations. Anchored in the multimodal discourse analysis (Bateman’s model
for layout analysis, Kress and van Leeuwen’s grammar of visual design) and
systemic functional linguistics (Martin and White’s system of evaluation in
language), the contribution attempts to outline the presentations of leading
European opera houses with a special emphasis on the “gateway” pages, i.e.
their homepages and homepages of the ballet companies.
The analysis explores the mutual interplay of layout, textual and visual
elements on the selected ballet companies’ websites, their contribution to the
website composition as well as the meaning-making in the online
communication using Monika Bednarek’s typology of evaluative expressions for
the description of inter-modal relations.
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Anna Sadowska
Auteur Cinema and Experimental Audio Description – The Study
of Audience Preferences in Quentin Tarantino’s “Django
Unchained”
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

Audio description is a well established practice of making visual products, such
as films, theatre performances and works of art available to persons with visual
impairment. It follows a set of guidelines which ensure consistency and a high
quality of audio described products. Occasionally, audio describers explore new
solutions and waive the official rules. This happens, for instance, in the case of
the so called ‘auteur cinema’ which aims to convey the filmmaker’s individual
style and originality. The question is whether viewers require also “auteur audio
description” or would they rather prefer a predictable standard one?
This presentation shows the results of the study performed on a group of 31
visually impaired viewers who evaluated the audio description for Quentin
Tarantino’s Django (2012). First, the research participants watched the whole
film, then they watched selected scenes with alternative audio description and
answered a set of questions. The analysed issues included: the description of
time change (flashbacks and flashforwards), the dismembering of the characters,
the use of camera language, the description of violence, the style of language,
the type of audio describer, the degree of detail in description and the provision
of additional information.
The results showed that, on the whole, the viewers preferred standard
descriptions, though it would be worth investigating in the future the habituation
effect involved in the reception of audio description.
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Leonardo M. Savoia (co-authors: Benedetta Baldi, M. Rita
Manzini)
Peripheral Sigmatic Plurals in Romance Varieties Spoken in Italy
University of Florence, Italy

This work investigates the interaction between the -s plural and other inflectional
morphemes, especially the –i plural,in Sardinian, Friulian, and Franco-Provençal
varieties. Following Manzini & Savoia (2005, 2011), we assume that Gender
and inflectional elements have a different status and that morphemes are
endowed with interpretive content.
Sardinian. In Sardinian systems the -s plural morpheme combines with the
nominal class inflection. In Northern dialects, (1a), the inflectional class
morphemes include –a(-) (1st class), -o- and –u (2nd class), -e(-) (3rd class). In
the 2nd class, -u introduces the singular and closes the noun; -o- occurs in the
plural, (1a). In Southern dialects -u(-) occurs in singular and in plural, (1b).
(1) a. kuss-u att-u
kuss-ɔ-z att-ɔ-zɔ
‘this cat’
‘these cats’
b. sa vemmin-a / i ʃemmin-a-za
su att-u / i ˈɣatt-u-zu
‘the woman’ ‘the women’
‘the cat’ / ‘the cats’

Ardauli
Orroli

The analysis. A Merge (Chomsky 2013) operation combines a lexical root
with Gender (feminine/ masculine) and number properties, contributing to
specifying the argument introduced by the lexical root, we interpret as a
predicate having one open argument (Higginbotham 1985). The inflections -a, -
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o, -u combine with root+Gender externalizing nominal class content; -s
introduces the plural, expressed by ⊆, (2).
(2) [[[[√ femin] [fem] Gend] -a Infl] ⊆]

-a and -u correspond to an individual interpretation. Plural involves –s and, in
Northern dialects, the –o- inflection, and in Southern Sardinian, i- in the definite
article is.
Other –s plural systems. (-)i plural appears in other sigmatic systems, like
Friulian and Franco-Provençal, (3a,b), where masculine (-)i is in complementary
distribution with feminine –s plural.

(3) a. əl fymɛll-ə-s
‘the women’
b. i tʃa:t
/
‘the cats’ /

/ əl-z al-ə-s
/ ‘the wings’
sɛ-i ˈtʃa:t ˈlai
‘those cats there’

Cantoira

(-)i characterizes only the masculine plural of the determiners, (9b), whereas
masculine nouns lack any plural morpheme.
Plural and determiners. A property shared by these dialects is that (a part of
the plural specifications are realized by the determiners. Costa & Figueiredo
(2002) treat a similar distribution of –s in Brazilian Portuguese, assuming that it
is a specialized interpretable morpheme associating only with the “element
anchoring the information concerning number”. On the contrary, we assign
interpretive content to all inflectional morphemes; thus, we can expect that some
morpho-syntactic split reflects definiteness/deictic elements in terms of a
specialized morphology.

Anatol Shevel
Past vs Previous in EFL Teaching to L1 Slavic-Language
Students
University of Rzeszów, Poland

The talk deals with various cases related to the terminology accepted in English
language teaching sources concerning the time location of verbs in English.
Multiple pitfalls for Slavic L1 learners of English resulting from the differences
in lexico-grammatical systems will be discussed. The author covers finite and
non-finite verb forms, as well as modals. Personal experience in EFL teaching
aimed at raising the learner’s creativity in using the conventionally defined ways
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of saying things in English will be presented. The author’s linguistic beliefs are
rooted in Communicative language teaching and Cognitive Linguistics.

Dóra Sitkei
The Characteristics of the Speech Act of Request Refusal in the
Interlanguage of Korean L1/Hungarian L2 Speakers (in
Comparison with the Utterances of Korean L1 and Hungarian L1
Speakers)
Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary

This presentation introduces the interlanguage (IL) realization of the speech act
of refusal in the performances of Korean L1/Hungarian L2 speakers (who are at
least at the B1 level in Hungarian) in comparison with the regular realization of
this speech act in the performances of Korean L1 and Hungarian L1 speakers.
The research participants answered a simplified version of a discourse
completion test (DCT) consisting of two different request refusal situations. The
observed refusal strategies had specific characteristics related to their culturebound semantic-pragmatic features and the respective usage of downgraders
(e.g. giving reasons, excusing oneself and promising the later realization of the
request) (see Beebe–Takahashi–Uliss-Weltz 1990) and upgraders (e.g. the
question “Why?” in Korean L1 and IL utterances).
The findings show that Korean L1 speakers change their refusal strategies,
including certain semantic formulas, when speaking in Hungarian (IL),
regardless of the target language (TL) forms. In Korean L1, in providing a
reason for the refusal, the speaker emphasizes that he himself needs the
requested object, while in IL the speaker mentions that the requested object is a
highly valued one, precious to the speaker. These reasons for the refusal are
objective in Korean L1 (when talking with Korean people), while subjective in
IL (when talking with Hungarian L1 speakers in Hungarian). Presumably, when
Korean L1 speakers talk to non-Korean L1 interlocutors (especially in the
interlocutors’ native language), a different communicative strategy is triggered
that can be evaluated as more polite than that used by Korean L1 speakers
talking to fellow Koreans. What accounts for this is an asymmetrical power
relationship that exists between L1 and IL speakers: when communicating with
L1 speakers, IL speakers perceive themselves to be at a disadvantage (Glahn
1981) and try to compensate, leading to the use of more polite forms (regardless
of the TL forms).
Supported through the New National Excellence Program
of the Ministry of Human Capacities
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Sanja Škifić
On-Screen ‘Othering’ of Bilingual Speakers – Being Bilingual in
English and an Asian Indian Language
University of Zadar, Croatia

Analyses of bilinguals' speech patterns and related cultural stereotypes as
portrayed in films have become relatively frequent in recent years. For example,
in the US context, such research has mostly focused on investigating the
characteristics of Spanish-English bilingual and bicultural on-screen
presentation. This is largely due to the fact that Spanish-English bilinguals
constitute one of the most prominent bilingual groups in the United States.
However, not much has been said about the portrayal of bilinguals in English
and Asian Indian languages, despite the fact that nowadays they represent one of
the fastest growing ethnic groups in different English-dominant contexts.
This paper focuses on the nature and amount of ‘linguistic space’ provided by
the film industry for the sociolinguistic presence of the ‘Other’ in bilingual
contexts. It represents an analysis of films in which bilingual characters (in
English and one of Asian Indian languages) have leading roles. It analyzes onscreen produced stereotypes about such bilinguals through the investigation of
code-switching between English and Indian languages and contexts of usage of
the two languages. The first part of the analysis focuses on identifying patterns
of recurring topics in such films. All the analyzed films are connected to
different aspects of negotiating the identity of bilinguals in English and one of
Asian Indian languages. Thus, negotiating bilingual identity may be viewed as a
source for the creation of different types of stereotypes, especially with regard to
the distinctions between the two genders. Topics related to the conflict between
traditional values upheld by first generation immigrants and a more noticeable
cultural assimilation among second generation immigrants are reflected in the
extent of linguistic assimilation among different generations of immigrants.
Therefore, the research also places emphasis on patterns of intergenerational
language shift as presented in the analyzed films. The second part of the analysis
focuses on instances of code-switching, i.e., specific contexts in which English
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and Asian Indian languages are used, as well as factors that contribute to such
instances of code-switching.
Sociolinguistic analyses of the portrayal of bilinguals in English and one of
Asian Indian languages in the film production and patterns of code-switching
might partially explain the extent of their presentation, but also the nature of
widely held stereotypes about such bilingual speakers.

Jerzy Skwarzyński
Cinematic Alexandrine. Translating “Dzień Świra” as a Film and
as a Monologue
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Poland

Intersemiotic translation (Jakobson 2012), or adaptation, occurs when a text is
transformed into a film, a painting, a piece of music, etc., thus – from one
medium to another (Eco 2003). Once such adaptation is completed, the translator
may face two items, e.g. a book (an ‘original’) and a film (a ‘translation’), with
an intent to translate them from their source language to a given target language.
This may pose an interesting challenge: even though both items may tell the
same story or moral, two different forms may dictate different constraints.
Marek Koterski’s 2002 film entitled “Dzień świra” provides an interesting
example of this issue. Most of the script, billed by its author as ‘a monologue for
one person or more’ (Cieślak 2012), was written in a Polish alexandrine type of
metrical line. The text, translated intersemiotically, was made into a film; that
gives the translator the possibility to approach the text as both a film transcript
and a poetic form. Constraints and specifics of film translation are very different
to those of literature translation (Bogucki 2004).
This paper aims to explore the difference between the translation of the same
text in two forms and to observe which translation solutions take precedence in
each translation process. Moreover, I want to analyse and evaluate which
elements of the text and which stylistic devices are considered more important
upon translation of the same text in different forms. Finally, I want to consider
how the context of form may alter the reception of the same text (Scott 2012).
References
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Pavol Štekauer
Competition in Natural Languages
Pavol Jozef Šafárik University, Slovakia

Competition is a term that is not ‘owned’ by any theoretical school of linguistics
nor is it reserved for any linguistic level or phenomenon. On the contrary, it
seems to be an inherent and universal feature of natural languages. It has both
synchronic and diachronic manifestations, it equally plays it role in an individual
speaker as well as language community, it ranges over all levels of language, it
concerns both language production and processing, it is an inherent part of
language acquisition, and concerns diversity of linguistic phenomena. The paper
first outlines competition in these diverse areas and then concentrates on the
competition between two contradictory tendencies in natural languages, in
particular, the tendency towards economy of expression and the tendency
towards semantic transparency. This sort of competition is subsequently
discussed from the perspective of an onomasiological approach to wordformation and complex word interpretation. The discussion is finally projected
onto an integrated onomasiological model of complex words.

Łukasz Stolarski
Correlations between Positive or Negative Utterances and Selected
Acoustic Features of Voice
Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce, Poland

In its narrowest sense, “sentiment analysis” refers to classifying texts “as to their
polarity (either positive or negative)” (Pang, Lee & others 2008:10). Such an
assessment is usually done on the basis of the positive or negative connotations
of lexical items. Not much attention has been devoted, however, to the way in
which sentiment is conveyed by acoustic features of voice.
The aim of this project is to investigate possible correlations between positive
or negative utterances and the fundamental frequency of voice (F0), the
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variability of F0 measured as the standard deviation of F0 (SD of F0), the voice
intensity (INT) and the variability of INT measured as the standard deviation of
INT (SD of INT). In order to accomplish this task, A Christmas Carol by
Charles Dickens was divided into 2271 contextually and prosodically
constrained segments with the use of a Python script. Each segment was
assessed in terms of sentiment value in SentiWordNet, which is a lexical
resource for sentiment analysis and opinion mining. Then, the segments were
aligned with the corresponding parts in an audiobook recorded by a native
speaker of American English. This task was performed using Aeneas, which is a
Python/C library designed to automatically synchronize audio and text. Next, a
Praat script was used to measure the value of each acoustic feature listed above
for each segment. Finally, correlations between the sentiment values and the
acoustic values were calculated. The results indicate that positive attitudes tend
to be expressed vocally by increasing F0, SD of F0, INT and SD of INT.
Conversely, negative opinions are frequently associated with a decrease in the
values of all the acoustic characteristics under analysis. These findings are
directly applicable to computer speech synthesis and speech recognition.
References
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Adam Świątek
The Art of Non-Verbal Communication in Perlocutionary
Giftedness
State University of Applied Sciences in Konin, Philological School of Higher Education
in Wrocław, Poland

Language aptitude and perlocutionary acts and effects have been subjects of
extensive research since their true beginnings in the 1950’s and 1960’s,
respectively. On the one hand, Carroll and Sapon (1959), Pimsleur (1966), or
Biedroń (2012) aimed at revealing the factors responsible for a learner’s sixth
sense for languages. On the other hand, almost simultaneously, Austin (1962)
introduced the tripartite division of a speech act, with locutions, illocutions, and
perlocutions as the integral components, later developed by Searle (1969), who
shed new light on the Speech Act Theory (SAT). Gradually, the role of
perlocutionary acts and effects changed and more attention was drawn to the
perlocutionary aspect. In 2013, Post offered a new insight into the SAT and
suggested that the role of perlocution ought not to be diminished, but enhanced
and intensified.
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In 2015 Świątek suggested a contrasting approach to both concepts and
combined them to investigate the role of individual differences responsible for
one’s verbal perlocutionary giftedness. The research revealed that the aspects
like verbal aptitude, anxiety, willingness to communicate, or personality type
had considerable impact on perlocutionary skills and the desired perlocutionary
effects. Świątek’s approach shed new light on the research on pragmatic aspects
of glottodidactics and opened a new chapter in that field of science.
The aim of the presentation is to concentrate on yet another fundamental
factor of perlocutionary giftedness, i.e. non-verbal aspects in its manifestation.
The research, based on experiential and comparative methods as well as
individual case analysis, aimed at revealing a strong link between verbal
perlocutionary giftedness and the accompanying non-verbal aspects of
communication, such as kinesics, proxemics, vocalics, or posture, which affect
the listener’s decisions, who then complies with the speaker’s will.
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Anna Szeteli, Gábor Alberti
The Interaction between Relevant-Set Based Operators and
a Topic–Predicate Dimension in Hungarian
University of Pécs, Hungary

Since the leitmotif of LingBaW 2017 is The Outskirts of the Regular, this paper
discusses noun phrases modified by the universal determiner mind(en) ‘every’ –
universally quantified noun phrases (É. Kiss 2002). In contrast to general noun
phrases (1a-a') they cannot generate two types of verbal prefix – verb order (1bb').
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(1) (a) Mari eljött.
Mary VM-came
‘Mary has come.’
(a') Mari jött el.
Mary came VM
‘It was Mary who has come.’
(b) Mindhárom barátom eljött.
All-three
friend-my VM-came
‘All three of my friends have come.’
(b') * Mindhárom barátom jött el.
All-three
friend-my came VM
It seems that with csak ‘only’ or nemcsak ‘not only’ modified expressions – with
focus function – (2a-a') behave similarly in the sense that they tolerate only the
verbal prefix – verb word order.
(2) (a) * Csak /Nemcsak Mari eljött.
Only /Not-only Mary VM-came
(a') Csak /Nemcsak Mari jött
el.
Only /Not-only Mary came VM
‘Only /Not only Mary has come.’
(b) Köszönöm érdeklődő kérdésedet! Úgy jellemezném a barátaimat, hogy
Anti imádja a teniszt, Béci szeret sakkozni, Anti és Csaba lelkes
skandinávjazz-rajongó, Béci és Csaba gyakran sörözik, és mindhárom
barátom odavan Scarlett Johanssonért.
‘Thank you for your inquiring question! I can characterize my friends
the way that Anti likes tennis, Béci gladly plays chess, Anti and Csaba
are great fans of Scandinavian jazz, Béci and Csaba often drink beer
and all three of my friends are crazy about Scarlett Johansson.’
(b') Azt gondolod, hogy csak Anti van oda Scarlett Johanssonért?
/MINDhárom barátom odavan érte!
‘Do you think that only Anti is crazy about Scarlett Johansson? All
three of my friends are crazy about her!’
But the quantifier, which never evoke a verb – verbal prefix order, can have a
topic (2b) or a focus function (2b') in a prosodic and pragmasemantic point of
view.
Our talk follows the methodology of Szeteli and Alberti (2017) in describing
the statistically significant differences in prosodic characters of such quantifiers
along the lines of old and new information (Szűcs 2016), based on 40 nonlinguist native Hungarian subjects.
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Paloma Tejada-Caller, Mariann Larsen
In the Outskirts of Age. Linguistic Portrayal of Life Course
Deviations
Complutense University of Madrid, Spain

Though precise research is still scarce (Habermas 2007), normative age is
assumed to be a cultural category defining the age at which a class of life-course
events should occur. Furthermore, it belongs to the encyclopaedic knowledge of
a particular social group and as any other cultural category or cognitive schema
intersubjectively shared, it is subject to fluctuation and transformation through
time, among other parameters.
Part of a diachronic exploratory project on the British cultural model of age,
this pilot paper aims at contributing a cognitive linguistic approach to an
interdisciplinary topic, more commonly analysed through social or psychological
methodologies. More precisely, the study pursues to describe deviations from
the conventionalized schemas of British “normative age” from the Late Middle
Ages to the Age of Revolutions (1300- 1760), as depicted a) in The Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, a corpus of real- language texts, unlinked to
the analyst’s intuitions, and b) through four semi-fixed linguistic expressions
which seem to be directly related to cognitive frames of excess or boundary
breach of what is perceived as regular behaviour, namely[too OLD to V], [too
YOUNG to V], [too OLD for N] and [too YOUNG for N].
The tentative model of external and internal factors applied for the
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the 101 results obtained is expected to
shed some light on the diachronic awareness of and sensitivity towards off-age
events in major life-course trajectories – be them occupational, familial,
physical, cognitive, etc. – in biographical writing.
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Małgorzata Tetiurka
Teacher Target Language Use in Polish Primary Language
Classrooms – An Insight from Pre-Service Teacher Education
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

This paper addresses a major issue in early language learning (ELL), namely the
proportion of target language used by teachers in the Young Learner (YL)
classroom. Although the use of the target language (a.k.a. mother tongue, native
language or L1, among others) in L2 classroom has been one of the most hotly
debated issues in the field of ELT, no conclusive recomendations for teachers
have been provided so far (Brown 2000). Despite the fact that target language
input has been identified as the key concept that permeates all second language
acquisition theory (Burke 2010, Gass 1997, Lightbown 2000, Lightbown &
Spada 2006; Wilbur 2007), there have always been voices advising teachers to
‘judiciosly’ use L1. It is essential to establish a pedagogical rationale for target
language use, especially in the light of the Polish New Core Curriculum which
obliges teachers to conduct lessons in the target language as part of an overall
drive towards more effective teaching and learning.
This paper reports the results of a study on L1 use in L2 primary classroom
by 34 students majoring in English during their teaching practice. Lesson
transcripts have been analysed to find out the purpose and the extent of L1 use,
following Walsh’s (2006) framework for analysing classroom interaction.
Walsh’s four classroom modes (managerial, materials, skills and system, and
classroom context) with their specific pedagogic goals realised through
distinctive interactional features constituted the matrix for analysing classroom
excerpts. The results reveal that student-teachers make the most successful
attempts to use the target language for the first two modes (managerial,
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materials) with relatively less success for the other two. Implications for teachertraining will also be discussed.
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Julia Trzeciakowska
International Speakers’ Attitudes towards Polish-Accented
English
Nicolaus Copernicus University, Poland

English has the status of a global language and it is widely spoken in many
professional, scientific and business contexts by its non-native speakers from
various linguistic backgrounds. Despite the fact that non-native speakers
significantly outnumber English native-speakers, the latter group has been
invariably considered as a reference point for standards of correctness, and their
superiority to non-native speakers in terms of their accurate pronunciation is still
predominant (see e.g. Seidlhofer 2011; Stępkowska 2013). To date, several
studies on attitudes towards foreign-accented speech have mostly explored the
differences between the ratings of native and non-native English speakers rather
than the opinions of a more diverse group of international English speakers (see
e.g. Scheuer 2002; Gonet and Pietroń 2004; Nowacka 2010; Szpyra-Kozłowska
2005). The present questionnaire research study aims to provide novel empirical
data on the degree of correspondence between the ratings of Polish (N=43) and
foreign (N=25) university students (Erasmus exchange students from Turkey,
Spain, France and Italy). Two sets of evaluation criteria were adopted: a
normative approach of the phonetically-trained Polish students of English was
contrasted with intuitive judgements of the Erasmus students. A standard linear
regression (R2) was calculated between the evaluation scores of Polish accented
speech samples. A relatively low degree of correspondence (R2 coefficient at
0.277) shows that the evaluation criteria are considerably different in both
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groups. Consequently, the findings imply that pronunciation policies and
teaching curricula should be re-established and adjusted to the current needs of
non-native English language speakers.
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University Press.
Szpyra-Kozłowska, Jolanta. 2005. “Intellegibility versus Polish accent in English,” in
SteffenBatóg Maria and Piotr Łobacz (eds.) Studia Posnaniensia. 59–73.
Stępkowska, Agnieszka. 2013. Multilingualism and English: the Canton of Zurich as a
linguistic paradigm. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang.

Tamás Vraukó
Code Switching and the So-Called Assimilation Narrative
University of Miskolc, Hungary

In the paper several examples of what is often collectively referred to as
“assimilation narrative” are examined. The author assumes that the term is
often–though certainly not exclusively– erroneous, since minority authors
usually do not seek assimilation. Instead, what minority authors often long for is
a place in society, but not through assimilation. Assimilation means melting
away in the majority society, disappearing without a trace. Integration, on the
other hand, means involvement, participation, without giving up one’s social,
ethnic, cultural, religious etc. traditions and heritage. Very often, code switching
in a narrative–that is, using terms of the original language of the minority author
in the text produced for the majority society–indicates the intentions of the
author. These words are meant for raising empathy in the readers, giving a
cultural tint to the text, expressing pride in one’s original cultural heritage and
establishing the perspective of the author.
In the paper examples from Hispanic-American authors–Chicano, Puerto
Rican and Dominican–are used, from works of prose, drama and poetry.
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Sometimes code-switching is so frequent in a text that it is no longer possible
for the reader to follow and understand the narrative without mastering both
languages.
In the paper different practices of code switching are mapped, to find out
what terms of an author’s original language are used in an urban environment,
and what in a rural one, how and when the use of vulgar words of the original
language became fashionable, whether there are any differences between male
and female authors in this respect.

Jerzy Warakomski
Sixty Names of a Mountain: Seeking Rules to Exceptions
Foreign Language Teacher Training College in Puławy, Poland

Regularity in language may be defined as the occurrence of the same operation
on different data. Thus, the English word fox, having the plural foxes, would
predict *oxes as the plural of ox. That the form is in fact oxen is a matter of an
exception. Exceptional plurals are relatively few in contemporary English, nouns
otherwise yielding to the general rule that multiplies them by affixing an -s.
The reverse of regularity as defined above is the performance of different
operations on the same data. With a large number of the resulting variants, it
may not be easy to indicate the original one. Although some are definitely better
placed in that role, it is possible and probably fairer at first to consider all the
variants as departures from some hypothetical version, or as exceptions to some
as yet unidentified rule. Nevertheless, certain trends in the data may be visible.
The identification of such trends and their motivations, and the stipulation of
rules governing the formation of the variants, is the goal of this study.
The case in point is a collection of some sixty (and the number is growing)
names of a single mountain, accumulated over time and across distance. The
mountain’s location is crucial here, on the borderland of several current or
former countries, their respective languages being all grist to the mill of such
oronomatopoeia. The complexity is further confounded by the spoken-written
dichotomy, as at least both the first (18th-century) and the last (21st-century)
recorded variants are evidently transcribed versions of their oral equivalents. The
transcription process is all the more interesting in view of some six Latin and
two Cyrillic alphabets contending for the name’s spelling.
On the phonological level, several processes are postulated as possible
explanations of some of the name’s variations, including insertion or deletion of
the prothetic vowel, progressive or retrogressive palatalisation of the consonants,
and deletion or diphthongisation of the penultimate syllable. Semantically,
hypotheses are entertained as to the name’s etymology, transparent or obscure
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depending on the version. Neither the sense of the name nor the sound lore of its
variants had really been addressed until the recent popular-profile papers by
myself (2012) and al. & myself (to appear later in 2017).

Andrew Zachary Warchol
The Choice of Language Style for Liturgy within the Anglican
Ordinariate (est. in accordance with the apostolic constitution
Anglicanorum Coetibus November 4th 2009)
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

The Anglican Ordinariate, or Personal Ordinariate was established by the Holy
Father Benedict XVI in November, 2009. The Ordinariate was established in
order to enable groups of Anglicans to join the Catholic Church while preserving
elements of their liturgical and spiritual patrimony. It is claimed that that the
Ordinariate use Anglican ritual and have full faculties to celebrate the Eucharist
and the other sacraments, the Liturgy of the Hours and other liturgical functions
in accordance with the liturgical books proper to Anglican tradition, in revisions
approved by the Holy See, so as to maintain the Anglican liturgical, spiritual and
pastoral traditions (Cavanaugh. 2011). What is seemingly a XXI Century
establishment within the Roman Catholic Church, provides an interesting base
for linguistic study.
Language style or choice have a great impact and great significance within
the liturgy, especially with celebrating the sacred mysteries. A communications
analogy which is promoted by Crystal (1965, p 150) who clarifies the triadic
nature of the language in liturgy. He claims that ‘the liturgy is a channel which
transmits the aspirations of an individual via the Church’s blessing to God, and,
if conditions are fulfilled, allows the return of sanctifying grace.’ Thus, this
paper explores why Divine Worship uses Elizabethan style English in
comparison to a more contemporary style used in Novus Ordo, combining
Anglican patrimony within a twenty-first century Catholic Church. On one hand
there is a push for modernisation, however this conflicts with new
implementations of traditions from the Common Book of Prayer which pre-dates
even the Tridentine rite of Pius V (Lopes, 2017)
Aside from the importance of the philosophical and theological elements of
the liturgy and of the faith, there arises the question of the reasoning behind
Elizabethan English within the liturgy. The seemingly ever modern Anglican
Church having gone through many reforms produced a style of liturgy accepted
by the now modernising Catholic Church which retained a style of language no
longer used by modern society.
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This paper is supported by the work of the Most Rev. Steven J Lopes STD,
from Hillenbrand lecture at the Liturgical Institute at the University of Saint
Mary of the Lake in 2017. He gave a lecture on his doctoral thesis about: The
Worship of God in the Beauty of Holiness, A Presentation of Divine Worship.
Since Rev Lopes’ paper is devoted to worship, only the aspects concerning the
history and linguistics are presented in this paper.
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Sebastian Wasak
The Internal Structure of Synthetic Compounds Based on
the Passive Participle in English
John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

Synthetic compounding is a largely understudied area which poses a challenge
for strictly lexicalist and constructivist approaches. Early generativist approaches
viewed morphology as a separate component of grammar and compounding as a
morphological operation consisting in putting together two or more lexical
items. This tradition has since been abandoned in favour of frameworks whose
main tenet is that word-formation processes are incorporated into the syntax (e.g.
Roeper and Siegel 1978, Lieber 1992). Much of linguistic research into synthetic
compounding has so far been concerned with the structure of synthetic nominal
compounds (e.g. Selkirk 1982, Grimshaw 1990, Borer 2013). The focus of our
study will be on the internal structure of English synthetic participial
compounds. More specifically, the study will aim to propose a possible structure
of synthetic compounds based on the passive participle (e.g. panic-stricken,
exception-ridden, gob-smacked etc.). The analysis will be performed within the
current Distributive Morphology framework, first proposed by Halle and
Marantz (1993). In particular, we will look into the question of how synthetic
participial compounds can be represented in the version of the DM framework as
proposed by Alexiadou (2001, 2005) and Alexiadou et al. (2015). The main goal
of the study will be to identify the elements of the verbal structure that are
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present in the representation of passive participles and synthetic compounds and
highlight the differences between the two representations.
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Aleksandra Wierzbicka
Syntax of a Quantifier Phrase in Polish and in Hebrew.
A Contrastive Analysis
Institute of the Polish Language at the Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland

The purpose of my talk will be to show the results of an analysis of the syntactic
properties characteristic for a certain type of quantifier phrases in Polish (eg.
Bednarek 1994, Chachulska 2002, Derwojedowa 2011) and in Hebrew (eg.
Danon 1996, 2013), i.e. such phrases in which the quantifier is morphologically
a noun but semantically it still designates a certain quantity or a part of
something. I will focus on the lexemes WIĘKSZOŚĆ and בור/( תיברמtwo
variants of MAJORITY in Hebrew) as they seem to be an excellent example of
the features I would like to comment on. Namely, they all may occur in different
syntactic variations. In Polish, the word WIĘKSZOŚĆ can either act as a noun,
as in the sentence Większość zaproszonych gości przyszła na imprezę, or as a
numeral, as in Większość zaproszonych gości przyszło na imprezę. In Hebrew
there are also two possibilities of accommodation between a quantifier phrase
and a verb – in that case it varies depending on if the noun or the quantifier is
seen as the head of the phrase. It seems interesting to verify which variants are
more frequent and how it depends on different factors, eg. the type of text in
which the sentence appears. The results of the current analysis may become
valuable to teachers and students of both languages as well as to translators, as it
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is significant for them to be aware of the existing possibilities of using different
variants in various contexts. The research will be carried out using the National
Corpus of Polish and the Hebrew Corpus which creates the opportunity to
investigate the liguistic behaviors of users rather than only comparing
prescriptive solutions of grammars and dictionaries.
References
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Ewa Willim
On Extra Argumentality. The Affected Experiencer Construction in Polish
Jagiellonian University, Poland

The main goal of this talk is investigate the AE construction in Polish to see what
Polish can contribute to the discussion of evaluative/expressive meaning and its place
in the grammar of natural language. The construction that I will focus on here,
illustrated in (1), is analyzed in Bosse & Bruening (2011) and Bosse et al. (2012) as
featuring an experiencer of a psychological experiencing event contributed by a
functional head Aff(ect), which adds the experiencing event to the verbal event,
projects a specifier (hosting AE), and the conventional implicature saying that the
event contributed by the syntactic sister of Aff is the source of the experiencing event.
(1)

Studenci spali mu
dziś
na wykładzie.
students slept him.Dat today in lecture
‘He had (his) students sleep during (his) lecture today./(His) students slept
during (his) lecture today on him.’

According to Bosse et al. (2012), languages differ on the attachment site of Aff and
on how much of the meaning of the psychological experiencing event is asserted and
how much is not-at-issue, i.e. conventionally implicated. In languages in which the
experiencer is (also) part of the asserted content, e.g. German and Albanian, it can be
wh-questioned and can bind a variable within the asserted content it c-commands:
(2)

Wem
hat Alex Bens Vase zerbrochen?
who.Dat has Alex Ben’s vase broken

German
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‘On whom did Alex break Ben’s vase?’
(3)

Ich habe jedem
Jungeni seinei Vase zerbrochen.
I
have every.Dat boy
his
vase broken
‘I broke his vase on every boy’.

German

At the same time, being conventionally implicated, the source of the
experiencing event projects past negation and yes/no questions:
(4)

Alex zerbrach Chris
Bens Vase nicht.
German
Alex broke
Chris.Dat Ben’s vase
‘Alex didn’t break Bens’s vase on Chris’
a. Alex didn’t break Ben’s vase (but if he had, it would have mattered to Chris.)
b. *Alex broke Ben’s vase, but it didn’t matter to Chris.

(5)

Zerbrach Alex Chris
Bens Vase?
German
broke
Alex Chris.Dat Ben’s vase
Did Alex break Ben’s vase ‘on Chris’?
(The hearer cannot answer ‘no’ knowing that Alex broke Ben’s vase, but it did
not matter to Chris.)

Polish AEs seem to contribute to truth-conditional semantics, as shown in (6),
where AE is (contrastively) focused, and in (7), where it is modified by the
additive też ‘too’. AEs can be wh- questioned in Polish, similarly to other
languages in which AE is part of the asserted content (cf. (8)).
(6)

Studenci spali dziś mnie, nie tobie, na wykładzie.
‘(The) students slept on me, not on you, during today’s lecture.

(7)

Studenci jemu też spali dziś na wykładzie.
‘Students slept on him too, during the lecture today.’

(8)

Komu
pacjent
umarł wczoraj
na stole operacyjnym?
whom.Dat patient.Nom died
yesterday on table operating
‘On whom did a patient die on the operating table yesterday?’

The assertion that the verbal event affects the applied argument psychologically
seems to be contributed by conventional implicature, i.e. it is not-at-issue
content, as shown in (9), where it is not part of the question:
(9)

Czy studenci znów mu spali dziś na wykładzie?
‘Did (his) students sleep again during his lecture today?’

However, the assertion that the verbal event matters to AE can be denied in Polish, unlike
in other languages in which AEs are part of the asserted content, suggesting that AE can
contribute a meaning or meanings different from the ‘matter to’ meaning in Polish:
(10)

Studenci śpią mu
na wykładach, a on
się
tym
wcale nie przejmuje.
students sleep him.Dat in lectures, but he.Nom REFL this.Instr at.all not bothers
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‘(His) students sleep during (his) lectures on him, but he does not care about this
at all/but it does not matter at all to him.’

Structures like (10) still express an evaluation on the verbal event. Building on
Wierzbicka (1988) and Dąbrowska (1997) for Polish and Haddad (2014) for Lebanese
Arabic, I suggest here that the Polish AEs are conventional implicature contributors,
which trigger an evaluative/expressive interpretation anchored at AE and describe the
speaker as the evaluator of the verbal event (as benevolent or malevolent), who can also
express empathy towards AE. As they are the source of expressive/evaluative content,
AEs can be the source of multiple conventional implicatures (Potts 2011), which can
cancel one another in context, as in the situation described in (10), similarly to
structures with AEs in Lebanese Arabic (Haddad 2014). In Polish, an AE can be part of
an idiom including a subject (cf. (11)), the subject can be focused (cf. (12)), and act
volitionally (to the detriment of AE) in a way unacceptable to the speaker (cf. (13)),
suggesting that AE is merged high, above the vP/VoiceP, scoping over the subject:
(11)

(12)

(13)

Korona
by
ci
nie spadła z
głowy, jakbyś się
uśmiechnęła.
crown.Nom COND you.Dat not fall
from head if.cond REFL smiled
‘Lit. The crown would not fall off your head if you smiled) It would not kill/harm
you if you smiled.’
To
Marek
jej
ucieka z
lekcji,
nie Tomek.
Foc. Mark.Nom her.Dat escapes from lessons, not Tom.Nom
‘It’s Mark, not Tom, who runs away from classes/school on her.’
On
jej
celowo
straszy psa.
he.Nom her.Dat purposefully scares dog.Acc
‘He scares (her) dog on her on purpose.’

At the same time, AE is not merged as adjunct to TP, as argued for Polish by
Cichosz (2014), or an adjunct merged counter-cyclically under Wurmbrandt’s
(2014) Last Minute Transfer Merge, as argued for Lebanese Arabic by Haddad
(2014), as it can incur a Condition C violation, generally taken to be triggered by
A-type antecedents (cf. (14), it undergoes obligatory negative concord in the
presence of sentential nie ‘not’ (cf. (15)), and seems to circumvent WCO in
structures in which it surfaces above the subject, similarly to structures for which
Witkoś (2007) argues that syntactic movement of a quantificational object to an Atype position over the variable in the subject bleeds or at least suppresses WCO (cf.
(16)-(17)). Thus, Polish offers evidence that conventionally implicated content that
is also part of asserted content is visible to syntax similarly to syntactic arguments:
(14)

a. Dziecko
zwymiotowało Ewiei
na jeji
sukienkę.
child.Nom vomited
Eve.Dat on her.Gen dress.Acc
‘Evei had the child vomit on heri dress.’
b. *Dziecko

zwymiotowało

jeji

na sukienkę

Ewyi.
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child.Nom vomited
her.Dat on dress.Acc Eve.Gen
‘Shei had the child vomit on Eve’si dress.’
(15)

Nikt
nikomu/*komuś
nie umarł wczoraj
na stole.
no one.Nom nobody.Dat/somebody.Dat not died
yesterday on table
‘No one had anybody die on them on the table yesterday.’

(16)

*Jegoi pacjent
otwarł wczoraj każdemu chirurgowii oczy na stole.
his.Gen patient.Nom opened yesterday every.Dat surgeon.Dat eyes on table
‘His patient opened (his) eyes on every surgeon on the (operating) table yesterday.’

(17)

(?)Każdemu chirurgowii jegoi pacjent otwarł wczoraj oczy na stole.
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Jacek Witkoś, Paulina Łęska (co-author: Dominika DziubałaSzrejbrowska)
Positioning the Dative and Accusative Arguments through
Binding
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland

The aim of this presentation is to examine the position of Dative and Accusative
arguments on the basis of their c-domain in A-binding. The proposal is built on
the analyses of Pica (1987), Hestvik (1992) and Nikolaeva (2014) and the
concept of spell-out driven index raising (IR). In this approach the ability to Abind depends on the configuration of the NP antecedent and the
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pronoun/anaphor, whereby both pronouns and anaphors are indices that are
(covertly) raised to certain positions and get spelled out as anaphoric (when
bound at the landing site) or pronominal (the elsewhere case). In Nikolaeva’s
(2014) system, an index first tucks in as an inner specifier of VP, and then headmoves first to v and then (optionally) to T. It must be bound in these adjoined
positions to be spelled out as a reflexive.
(1) Marii1
żal
było
swojej1/ jej1 koleżanki.
Maria-DAT sorrow-3SG.M was-3SG.N self’s/ her friend-3SG.F.GEN
‘Maria felt sorry for her female friend.’
(2) [TP T-(index) [vP Maria-DAT [v’ (index) [sorrow [index friend-GEN]]]
In (1) Maria c-commands and binds the index adjoined to v, so this
index=possessive reflexive but if the index is raised to T, outside the c-domain
of Maria, index=possessive pronoun, thus both options are good (1-2).
Employing IR (2), we classify all positions of dative and accusative
arguments into three fields: (A) the low field, a position internal to VP from
which the Dative/Accusative is not expected to bind an anaphoric pronoun or
reflexive possessive; this field includes both objects of ditransitive verbs, datives
of possession and the accusative argument of the adversity impersonal
construction. (B), the medial field, a position in [Spec,v] or high applicative in
[Spec, Appl], where the argument tolerates both a co-indexed reflexive
possessive and pronominal possessive; this field is occupied by dative and
(certain) accusative experiencers with psychological predicates, including
podobać się ‘like’. (C) the high field, typical of nominative subjects, dativemarked arguments in Russian Main Clause Infinitives (MCI, Moor and
Perlmutter 2000) and Polish Accusative Numeral Subjects (ANS, Witkoś et al.
forthcoming), all exclusively require anaphoric pronouns and possessive
reflexives. We also discuss multiple IR options with infinitival complements.
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Angelina Żyśko
From ‘shine’ to ‘white’ and ‘joy’: In Search of English-Polish
Cognates in the Historical Development of Proto-Indo European
*bhlǝiMaria Curie-Skłodowska University, Poland

Language and culture are inextricably linked with each other, language being
often understood as a mirror of culture. If we follow Sapir (1921:218) and state
that “[c]ulture may be defined as what a society does and thinks [and] (….)
[l]anguage is a particular how of thought” we come to a conclusion that
conceptualisation is the motivation for language change. The postulates of
cultural linguistics (and etymological research as well) states that cultural factors
do not stand in opposition to cognitive processes, but, on the contrary, culture
has an inherent cognitive dimension. In other words, we assume that if lexeme x
in language y has/had meaning z, them the meaning z of lexeme x is/was a
response of the language users to their experience of the world, and their attempt
to portray the world.
The etymological sources (online ed, oed, Partridge 1966) claim that blithe
‘cheerful, joyful’ goes back to Old English blīße ‘cheerful, friendly’. Its
historical path shows that the roots of English blithe go to Proto-Indo-European
*bhlǝi-, bhlī ‘to shine’. In accordance with Pokorny (2007), Proto-IndoEuropean *bhlǝi-, bhlī ‘to shine’ is an extension from Proto-Indo-European
*bhel- ‘shining, white’, which, as Boryś (2010) maintains, is the source of
development of Old Church Slavonic bělъ ‘white’. If we believe Boryś (2010),
this lexeme gave Polish biały ‘white’ and Polish dialectal biel ‘marshy wood,
forest’, the latter one having changed to błoto ‘mud’. In this way, as it appears
from the etymological sources, English blithe ‘cheerful, joyful’ is a cognate with
Polish biel ‘white’ and błoto ‘mud’.
The aim of the paper is to show the common etymological roots of a pair of
words: English blithe ‘cheerful, jouful’, and Polish biel ‘white’ and błoto ‘mud’.
Furthermore, the objective of the paper is to show how cultural factors influence
the semantic development of one and the same Proto-Indo-European root, as well
as to analyse the possible motivation factors behind the semantic developments.
The research is done within the spirit of cultural (D’Andrade 1981, 1995,
Bartmiński 2006, 2009) and historical linguistics (Łozowski 2010).
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Konrad Żyśko
What Is (Not) Said during a Presidential Debate: Insights from
Grice’s Maxims of Conversation and Langacker’s Current
Discourse Space
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Poland

This paper aims at offering a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the second
presidential debate between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, which was held
at Washington University in St. Louis, on October 9, 2016. Equipped with
analytical tools such as the Theory of Maxims of Conversation (Grice 1975) and
the Current Discourse Space (Langacker 2001), we proceed to show how often
and in what way the Maxims of Conversation (Relevance, Manner, Quality,
Quantity) were violated or adhered to by the candidates. Grounding the debate
into the Current Discourse Space, defined as the domain which comprises “those
elements and relations construed as being shared by the speaker and hearer as a
basis for communication” (Langacker 2001: 144), we claim that the violation of
the Maxims seems to perform a number of the conversational roles typical of
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such a political discourse, e.g. avoiding an uncomfortable topic, creating an
illusion of a reply, responding in an indirect manner, undermining the
opponent’s credibility, laying greater emphasis onto the message, etc. The work
will appeal to anyone interested into the pragmatic application of cognitive
linguistics apparatus to a political discourse analysis (Lakoff 2009).
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